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Abstract

Stress and strain originating from mesoscopic misfit at interfaces can have diverse effects on the properties of surfaces and nanostructures
thereon. We review the sources and consequences of mesoscopic misfit at metallic surfaces and elucidate various ways in which it affects growth,
morphology, electronic properties and magnetism of thin films in early stages of epitaxy and epitaxial nanostructures.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introducing mesoscopic misfit

Today, after more than a century of active research on the
subject of stress and strain at surfaces, the notion that the latter
play a crucial role in determining morphology and growth
dynamics of both the surface itself and the nanostructures
thereon seems almost trivial. To name just a few examples, we
usually expect that the outermost atomic layers of a crystal
cleaved along a high-symmetry crystal plane shall not retain
the bulk interlayer spacing but be contracted due to the
reduced coordination of surface atoms (schematically shown
in Fig. 1(a)). The equilibrium bond length contraction that
causes this also introduces an excess stress in-plane of the
crystal surface. Both excessive tensile and compressive stres-
ses can lead to a reconstruction of a surface (hinted in Fig. 1
(b)) as the latter strives to relieve some of the stress thus
minimizing the surface energy. Contrary to flat surfaces, for
finite-size nanoscale structures this in-plane stress is inherently
uncompensated and leads to an in-plane deformation of the
structure (Fig. 1(c)). While homo-epitaxial adsorption partially
recovers the coordination of atoms at the surface–structure
interface,1 in hetero-epitaxial systems (having differing equili-
brium values of lattice constants and surface stresses) complex
and highly anisotropic strain fields in both substrate and
epitaxial nanostructure are often observed (Fig. 1(d)).

It is nowadays customary to generalize under the name of
“mesoscopic misfit” the deformations of the surface and the
nanostructures thereon induced by a multitude of effects connected
with the finite size of the system or the inherent mismatch of lattice
constants of different materials it is composed of. With the present
review we shall summarize and bring some order into the current
understanding of how and when mesoscopic misfit arises in
nanostructures at metallic surfaces and what implications it has
for morphology, growth, electronic and magnetic properties of the
system.

In the following, after a brief historical overview of the
subject in Section 2 we shall outline the state-of-the-art
shall be discussed in the following, even in the case of homo-
ress relief patterns are very much size dependent and lead to
eformations of both the ad-structure and the substrate. Here,
he sake of simplicity we present a naive picture in the spirit of
sticity theory.
understanding of the mesoscopic misfit in metallic systems
(Section 3). We start with the most obvious consequence of the
misfit – geometric relaxations in the system and their implica-
tions for morphology of homo- and hetero-epitaxial systems as
predicted by theory (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Supporting the
theoretical predictions with ample experimental observations
we discuss the elementary processes of adatom adsorption and
diffusion that underlie the observed growth dynamics and
morphologies of mesoscopic systems (Sections 3.4–3.6). Hav-
ing established the fundamentals, we proceed to the discussion
of the effects that misfit (and resulting strain relaxations in the
system) can have on the system's electronic (Section 3.7) and
magnetic (Section 3.8) properties.
While numerous indirect hints as to the omnipresence and

importance of mesoscopic misfit exist, direct proofs of misfit-
induced strain are scarce. That is why, in the last few sections
of the review we summarize the existing direct evidence of
such strain as provided by surface x-ray diffraction (Section 4),
extended x-ray adsorption fine structure (Section 5) and stress
measurement (Section 6) techniques.
The review is rounded up by a short summary.
2. Mesoscopic misfit – the history in brief

While our to-date understanding of the possible origins of
mesoscopic misfit still cannot be deemed absolute, the idea itself
that strain and stress of a surface play a fundamental role in
defining the properties of the latter is more than a century old,
dating back to the works of Gibbs [1,2]. Theoretically conceived
and originally applicable on a macroscopic level to an interface
between any two “phases” of matter, it is much older than the
interest of the community in the atomic structure of the interfaces.
In the early 20th century, during the boom of crystallography,
when a crystalline material A was grown onto a crystal surface of
material B (a process for which the term “epitaxy” was coined by
Royer [3]) the stress at the interface of A and B was usually
considered to come from the “natural misfit” alone (the difference
in the lattice constants of A and B). At that time the only
important implication of stress was its effect on morphology and
growth behavior of epitaxial systems. The understanding that
stress was an excess quality that the surface will strive to relieve
in order to minimize its energy [4,5] called for a good predictive



Fig. 1. Cartoon representation of possible strain deformations of a surface: (a)
clean, (b) clean reconstructed, (c and d) with homo- or hetero-epitaxially
grown nanostructures.

2See Appendix A for a short note on the definitions used in the present
review.

3It should be noted that the original formulations by Gibbs [1,2] already
contained the distinction between the surface free energy and surface stress of a
solid, in the sense that, in general, a different amount of reversible work is
required to form unit surface than to increase a large surface by unit area
through reversibly stretching it.
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theory that would accurately take into account the roles of stress
and strain on surface energy. Based on the definition of stress and
strain given by Gibbs [1,2], Shuttleworth [6], Herring [5] and
others [7] have developed a robust theoretical description of
stresses and strains at surfaces showing, among other things, that
the latter can be highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous. Still, in
the early days of epitaxy, people in the “growing” community
tried to avoid misfit, perceiving it as a hindrance in the quest of
creating perfect atomic interfaces. Only later it was realized that
stress can also affect many “interesting” properties of surfaces, e.
g. not only their morphology, but also their electronic [8] and
magnetic [9,10] properties.

Aside from the crystal growth, a very solid fundament for
our understanding of surface processes on the atomic level was
laid by the “chemical” and “cluster” communities. In late
1920s Davisson and Germer have reported observing a
discrepancy between x-ray end electron scattering measure-
ments of Ni clusters, speculating that it might result from a
lattice contraction at the surface of as much as 30%. Lennard-
Jones and Dent [11], motivated by these results, attempted to
calculate the contractions of interatomic distances at a crystal
boundary, [12] pointing out that it can be caused by electro-
static forces. While their calculations have shown that even for
polar surfaces of ionic crystals the contraction is unlikely to
exceed 5% (being yet smaller for non-polar ones) and thus the
observations of Davisson and Germer must have a different
explanation, the authors put forth, as a conclusion, three
remarkable statements: (i) atomic-scale physics can lead to
equilibrium bond contraction at the surface of a crystal; (ii) the
component of the resulting stress which is normal to the
surface of a crystal shall lead to a contraction of interlayer
spacings at the surface; (iii) the mismatch between the
equilibrium bond length at the surface and in the bulk shall
result in the surface being tensile-stressed. All three of those
conclusions were extremely novel at that time and arguably
one of the first attempts of atomistic treatment of surface stress
and strain. For the observations of Davisson and Germer a
more feasible explanation was offered by Davisson and
Germer themselves [13,14], as well as by Lennard-Jones and
Dent, hinging on the fact that electrons can be refracted in the
crystal in an optical sense with an index of refraction greater
than unity [15,16].

From our modern perspective the turning point in the
atomistic understanding of processes at surfaces came with
Pauling publishing in 1929 his paper in which he has set a
framework of principles governing the structure of complex
ionic crystals [17], based upon the analysis of the arrangement
of anions about each cation in terms of polyhedrons. A few
years later his continued research on the subject culminated in
a seminal paper [18] establishing, based on quantum mechan-
ical considerations, a set of more general rules regarding
electron-pair bonds, dealing particularly with the strength of
bonds in relation to the nature of the single-electron eigen-
functions involved. One general notion which can be derived
from Pauling's rules and which shall be of particular impor-
tance to us can be summarized in simple words as “The fewer
bonds an atom has, the stronger each one of those is”. This
notion formally proven by Pauling [19] for metals in the form
of an equation linking the covalent radius (metallic radius) of
an atom with the change in the bond number (or in coordina-
tion number, if the valence remains constant). In the following
we shall see that this notion can provide, with few exceptions,
an explanation for a majority of mesoscopics-related effects.
Historically, however, the link between the atomic scale

picture and experimental observations was not made until
much later. Only in the 1950s, when high resolution electron
diffraction experiments [20–23] have proven beyond doubt
that lattice contraction in small metallic crystals is real and
furthermore size dependent, did the theoretical prediction put
forth by Lennard-Jones, Dent and Pauling become the pre-
valent explanation for this sort of experimental observations.
Reliable experimental determination of lattice contraction has
also made it possible to extract the values of surface stress for
various materials [22,23]. Notably, however, by modern
standards, those values were estimations at best, as the elastic
anisotropy was generally neglected.
In late 1960s Vermaak and Mays have made the first attempt

to finally bring some order into the numerous (up to then
controversial) definitions of surface “stress”, “strain” and “free
energy”, [24,25] adopting and adapting the definitions by
Gibbs, Shuttleworth and Herring [1,2,6,5] and drawing a clear
distinction between the former two (stress and strain) as
pertaining to elastic and plastic deformations, respectively.
While their definitions deviate from the ones common today,2

their work can be said to have contributed to laying the
boundary between the thermodynamic and the solid-state/
crystal views of surface phenomena.3

The next qualitative evolutionary leap in our understanding
of mesoscopic misfit came, as it often is, with the development
of novel experimental techniques. Especially the emergence of
local probe methods, such as the scanning tunneling micro-
scopy (STM), [26] allowing for the investigation of surface
properties at a truly atomic scale, the realization dawned
[27,28] that both the origins of mesoscopic misfit and its
possible consequences were yet by far not fully appreciated.
So while one part of the community continued, with sustained
interest, studying the layer-wise grown epitaxial systems from
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the macroscopic perspective [29], more and more groups turned
their attention to finite mesoscopic-size structures [28,30,31].
It was perceived that even light-element atoms can, upon adsorp-
tion on a surface, cause complicated shifts of surrounding surface
atoms [32]. This was a clear hint that bonding properties at the
atomic scale are pivotal in determining the local forces and hence
the morphology of the system. Atomistic view of the misfit-related
phenomena also brought a new perspective on growth modes.
The origins of text-book growth classification into categories like
Frank–van-der-Merve (2D), Volmer–Weber (3D) and Stranski–
Krastanov (mixed) [33] were understood in more detail, taking into
account the effect of strain on the exact shape of epitaxially
growing islands [34,35].

Crucial insights also came from theory. Calculations with
molecular static methods [36,37] have shown that firstly, not only
the stress and strain of ad-structures are important for the
determination of their shape and growth patterns, but also the
deformation of the substrate is a strain relief mechanism having a
crucial effect on the process of epitaxy and its energetics [36,38].
Secondly, stress and strain were shown to be very much dependent
on the local environment (i.e. ad-structure shape and size). Thus
finally the paramount importance of considering misfit “locally” or
“mesoscopically” as opposed to relying, in the spirit of continuum
elasticity theory [39], on bulk values of “natural” misfit, was
unambiguously established [40,36]. A third, not least important,
input of the theory was pointing out that mesoscopic misfit is not
an exclusive property of hetero-epitaxy [30,41–44], but exists in
homo-epitaxial systems as well [37], a notion later proven
experimentally [45,46] and unifying the understanding of “meso-
scopic misfit” for all systems regardless of their chemistry.

As more attention was now also allotted to other conse-
quences of mesoscopic misfit than merely morphology, ways
to deliberately introduce surface deformations locally were
sought and devised. Gsell, for example, has used gas bubbles
under the surface to introduce stress into the material and study
the interplay of the latter with adsorption of light elements
[47]. In that topic, an important contribution was made by
theoretical studies as well. Especially the density functional
theory (DFT) had by that time sufficiently evolved, aided by
the computational power of modern computers, to make
possible large scale investigations of the effect of stress and
strain on, e.g., reactivity of metallic surfaces [48]. Perhaps the
most important advantage of the theoretical approach to the
problem of mesoscopic misfit lies in the fact that most
Fig. 2. A schematic illustration of the relaxations hetero- and homo-epitaxial system
a rule results, according to Pauling's principle, in a contraction of interatomic distanc
Moreover, not only in-plane interatomic distances are affected, but also strong verti
not remain unaffected and is either depressed of supinated underneath the structure (
very pronounced due to the intrinsic/natural mismatch, homo-epitaxial systems are a
structure and the substrate underneath. Even embedded ad-structures are subject to
out-of-plane.
experimental methods are only able to detect the consequences
of the misfit, while theoretical methods, even semi-empirical
ones, are able to give a truly local, atomically resolved,
perspective on the geometric, electronic and magnetic proper-
ties of the system, leaving little margin for mistakes and
misinterpretations [36,49,43,44].
In the following decade, numerous theoretical and experi-

mental studies have been aimed at understanding in detail the
exact origins of mesoscopic misfit [50] and hunting down
particular examples of effects it has on morphology, growth
dynamics, electronic and magnetic properties of surfaces and
nanostructures thereon [36,43,44,46,49–72].
In the present review we shall address the main sources of

mesoscopic misfit and its effects on the above-mentioned
properties of epitaxial nanostructures on metallic surfaces, a
class of systems which has arguably received the largest share
of interest in the community.
Yet before we proceed, there is one matter of definition,

which has to be resolved. In view of the evolution of the
concept of mesoscopic misfit it is nowadays somewhat
problematic to say exactly what meaning the term “mesocopic”
has in this particular case. As we shall see in the following, the
effects of the mesoscopic misfit can be traced on length scales
ranging from 100s of nanometers to a few Ånogström. This is
the scale that we shall have in mind when saying “meso-
scopic”, though for the most part the effects that we shall be
discussing can be squeezed into a narrower length-scale span
of single nanometers to several tens thereof.

3. Concept of size-dependent mesoscopic relaxation and its
effect on nanostructure growth and electronic/magnetic
properties

Nowadays, with the solid basis of theoretical and experi-
mental works briefly mentioned in the Introduction, one has a
set of expectations, as to what geometric distortions a
nanostructure epitaxially adsorbed or grown on a surface
might undergo. A benchmark for a theory incorporating those
expectations is its ability to explain, if not to predict a priori,
stress and strain arising in the system, as well as their impact
on the other physical properties of the system on the meso-
scopic scale. Before we proceed to defining such a theory, let
us engage in a short Gedanken experiment and imagine a
nanostructure of material “A” being grown on a surface of
s. Atoms of ad-structures (a) on surfaces have a reduced coordination, which as
es not only at the edge, but reaching far into the interior of the ad-structure (b).
cal relaxations of the ad-structure can be observed (c). The substrate also does
d). While for hetero-epitaxial systems many of the above-mentioned effects are
lso to mesoscopic relaxations (e) which result in complex strain fields in the ad-
mesoscopic relaxations, causing strong relaxations in the system both in- and
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crystal “B” (Fig. 2(a)). For the sake of simplicity, let us say
that the native lattice constant of A is smaller than that of B.
First and foremost, we would expect that the natural misfit and
reduced coordination at the edges of the nanostructure would
result in a contraction of its interatomic bond lengths. The
latter does not have to be limited to the edges of the structure,
but could reach far into its interior (Fig. 2(b)). The deforma-
tions of the structure are not limited to in-plane contraction or
expansion but are three-dimensional, i.e. strong vertical
relaxations of the ad-structure can also be expected (Fig. 2
(c)). The substrate also does not remain unaffected and might
be strongly corrugated by the compressive and tensile stresses
exerted by the ad-structure (Fig. 2(d)). The effects that we have
just listed for the case of hetero-epitaxy are well understood
and captured to a larger or lesser degree even by simple
models, such as the continuum elasticity framework, intro-
duced by Hu and coworkers [39]. Those theories, however,
relying on the natural misfit of the two materials alone start to
result in quantitative discrepancies when the size of the ad-
structure shrinks to the meso-scale (as shall be discussed in
more detail in the following) and utterly fail in the description
of homo-epitaxial growth and adsorption. Yet nowadays it is
well known (see Section 3.2) that homo-epitaxial structures are
subject to much the same relaxation patterns as were just listed
for the case of hetero-epitaxy. As shall be shown in the
following, strain fields encountered in homo-epitaxy span both
the nanostructure and the substrate underneath and around the
latter and can have extremely intricate morphologies (Fig. 2
(e)). The concept of mesoscopic misfit was devised to over-
come the shortcomings of continuum elasticity theory. It can
capture the above-mentioned effects and accurately predict
various other ones, like, for example, the behavior of
embedded ad-structures, which are also subject to mesoscopic
relaxations, both in the body of the structure and in the host
surface, in-plane as well as out-of-plane of the latter (Fig. 2(f)).

As has been just mentioned, the classical way of predicting
and understand growth of ad-structures on various substrates
has, for a long time, been based on the notion of natural misfit
– the difference in the intrinsic equilibrium bond lengths of
surface and adsorbate materials. Such mismatch at the “film-
substrate” interface leads to the formation of far-reaching strain
fields. The system has the possibility to relieve the stress either
plastically (through defects formation – dislocations, grain
boundaries, lattice distortions and so on) or elastically (through
atomic relaxations). In conventional continuum elasticity
theory, which has for a long time been the de facto principal
theory for understanding interface distortions, strain relief is
described on the basis of the macroscopic or natural lattice
mismatch m0 ¼ ðaads�asÞ=aads, aads and as being the equili-
brium bond lengths of the adsorbate and surface materials,
respectively. However, if the deposited system is of a “meso-
scopic” size of several hundred atoms, its intrinsic bond
lengths are far from the bond lengths of both respective bulk
crystals. In this case the local modification of the electronic
structure and bond properties of the system can lead to strong
positional dependence of the interatomic bond lengths on the
atomic length scales, resulting in what is nowadays called
“mesosopic mismatch” – a mismatch that occurs in finite
structures, varies on a sub-nanometer scale (depending not
only on the natural misfit, but also on the local environment of
particular atoms) and often results in complex 3D strain fields
in both the ad-structure and the substrate.
In this chapter we shall demonstrate several scenarios of

strain relief in mesoscopic islands in metal hetero- and homo-
epitaxy, which shall leave no doubt that the mesoscopic
mismatch, rather than the macroscopic one, is the proper
way of describing strains and constitutes the driving force for
strain relieving effects at the mesoscale. After providing ample
evidence that mesoscopic misfit leads to profound strain relief
(geometric distortion) patterns in ad-structures and supporting
substrates in both hetero- and homo-epitaxial systems we shall
proceed to the discussion of possible implications of such
misfit. We shall start by tracing the effect of the latter on
atomic kinetics and nucleation, which in turn define growth
patterns and morphology of epitaxial ad-structures. From there
it is a small step to tracing the cumulative effect of strain
relaxation and morphology on the electronic and magnetic
properties of the system, which we shall indeed do in the last
few sections of the present chapter.

3.1. Hetero-epitaxial metal growth

Let us start by showing that even in the case of hetero-
epitaxy, which was thought to be well understood in the
confines of the continuum elasticity model, some effects are
impossible to comprehend without considering the mismatch
to be an inherently local, mesoscopic property of the system.
As has been mentioned in Section 2, several stress measure-
ments showed that native lattice mismatch arguments are often
inappropriate for understanding the strain relief in the early
stages of the hetero-epitaxial growth [40,36]. Referring the
reader for more details to Section 6, here we shall only
mention that while tensile stress should be expected in such
systems as Fe, Co, Ni and Cu on W(110) in the sub-monolayer
growth regime, compressive stress was found experimentally
[73,40], the strength and sign of which not even the advanced
modifications of continuum elasticity theory could explain,
let alone predict. A giant compressive stress for the first few
monolayers of Ag on Pt(111) was reported to be far beyond the
stress expected from the lattice mismatch between Ag and Pt
[74]. This is one of many examples of the questionable
relevance of the continuum elasticity approach for early stages
of epitaxial growth.
For a vivid demonstration of the advantages of the meso-

scopic misfit concept we turn our attention to systems with
small macroscopic lattice mismatch. Here especially, as we
shall shortly see, the sub-monolayer growth in the initial stages
of metal film hetero-epitaxy is influenced by the mesoscopic
strain relaxation. In this section we focus largely on Co nano-
islands grown atop Cu substrates. Several reasons can be
named for taking this particular system as a prototype. One is
that growth of Co on Cu(001) has historically been of great
general interest in the early years of magnetoelectronics bloom,
since the quality of the Co/Cu interface has a strong influence
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on such fundamental properties of nano-scale systems and
devices as giant magnetoresistance, magnetic anisotropy and
oscillatory exchange coupling [75,76]. The second reason, as
already been hinted, is the smallness of the macroscopic
mismatch between cobalt and copper (2%). This would, from
the naive point of view, suggest a small tensile strain in Co
nanostructures on, e.g., Cu(001). The more unexpected was the
occurrence of in-plane lattice spacing oscillations (IPLSOs) in
that system, which were observed by means of reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) during Co epitaxy on Cu
(001) in pseudomorphic regime [30]. No macroscopic mis-
match argument could account for those observations. It was
shown that for the Co/Cu(001) system the growing Co
monolayers are periodically contracted for half-integer cov-
erages. Monolayer stress oscillations, discussed in Section 6.2,
corroborate this finding [77]. Later on, this result was
additionally verified for two-dimensional hetero-epitaxial
growth on (001) surfaces of cubic metals using the same
RHEED technique for numerous hetero-epitaxial systems with
positive (V/Fe, Mn/Fe), negative (Ni/Fe, Ni/V, Co/Cu) or
close-to-zero (Fe/Cu, Co/Ni) misfits [42]. A similar effect of
in-plane lattice spacing oscillatory behavior was observed on
Mn, V and Ni on Fe(001), Ni on V(001), and confirmed once
again the results of Co/Cu(001) reported earlier by Fassbender
et al. [30].

On par with experimental observations, several ab initio
studies, for example of Pentcheva and coworkers [78], have
shown that for very thin Co film on Cu(001) the comparison of
bulk lattice constants of Co and Cu is inappropriate as a
measure of the stress in Co layers [78]. As theoretical
predictions go, a few years prior to the studies of Pentcheva
et al. the forerunner of the mesoscopic misfit concept evolved
from the classical elasticity theory. Kern and Müller [41] have
advocated the use of the so-called “active misfit”, a correction
to the natural misfit accounting for the reduced coordination at
the nanostructure's edges. The principal idea was that atoms at
step edges shall attempt to undergo relaxations to increase their
binding energies by maximizing the nearest neighbor number
[41]. The atoms were predicted to relax towards the center of
the nanostructure (cf. Fig. 2(b)) and assume new equilibrium
positions with shorter bonds than that of the adsorbate material
bulk. It were arguably those extensive theoretical studies that
marked the dawn of the mesoscopic misfit concept as a crucial
part of describing all epitaxial phases barring the infinite ones.

We shall address “active misfit” in a more detailed fashion in
Section 3.3. Here we just note that active misfit, defining an
effective mismatch as a size-dependent characteristic of an ad-
structure, has been an intermediate step between the continuum-
elastic natural misfit and the contemporary meso- and micro-
scopic misfit as a truly local property varying even within a
single nanostructure.

To give a few quantitative examples of mesoscopic misfit
and strain relaxations in epitaxial nanostructures, here we show
the island-size dependence of the average bond length of two-
dimensional compact Co islands on Cu(001) (see Fig. 3) [36]
determined from fully relaxed geometries of the clusters
(obtained in quasi-ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
based on the tight-binding approximation for many body
potentials) [38]. It can be observed that average bonds in the
islands are shorter than the bond length of both fcc Co and Cu
bulk materials. This finding is completely contra-intuitive from
the continuous elasticity point of view, since such contraction
is due to the strong relaxation of edge atoms and partially even
the atoms of the island interior. With increasing size of the
cluster, the effect of edge atoms becomes less pronounced as
the average bond length increases. Yet even in a Co island of
100 atoms (Co100) the average bond length is noticeably
smaller than that in fcc Co bulk. In Section 3.7 we shall
especially address the question of the truly local dependence of
the misfit across the island, but already the above results are a
strong hint that strain relaxations in small ad-structures should
lead not only to pronounced structural changes in the shape of
the structure itself, but are bound, through induced stress, also
affect the shape of the underlying and surrounding
substrate areas.
As an evidence supporting this “guess”, Fig. 4 shows the

atomic displacements in a Co36 island and in the surrounding
substrate along the 〈110〉 direction (Fig. 4(a–c)) [36]. Here it
should be noted that apart from pronounced in-plane relaxa-
tions in the system, a strong out-of-plane displacement can be
observed. The substrate atoms under the island are pushed
down, while substrate atoms at the outer edge of the Co island
are pushed up. The average strain (determined from bond
length analysis) in the substrate layer under the cluster in-plane
of the surface is negative, i.e. the substrate atoms are under
compressive strain. However, it has to be noted that displace-
ment fields under and near Co islands found in the above study
are very similar to the results obtained for individual surface
steps using elastic theory. While often underestimating the
effects, the latter succeeded in predicting strain relaxations
near steps on Ni and Au surfaces [79]. Those studies reported
finding atomic displacement fields near surface steps exhibit-
ing a “nontrivial behavior”: existence of a plane across which
the out-of-plane atomic displacements change sign, i.e. the
surface is corrugated in a fashion of a wave spreading around
the ad-structure. A similarly strong inhomogeneous strain
distribution in the surface layer was reported during extended
analysis of Co triangular islands on Cu(111) [43]. Sizable
compressive strains at Cu atoms below Co islands and a tensile
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strain at the boundary thereof constituted another interesting
theoretical prediction.

The effects described above are, most certainly, not only
particular to systems with square lattices (as those mentioned
up to now). Triangular Co islands on Cu(111) were found to
exhibit deformations comparable to those of square-shaped
islands on Cu(001), strongly supporting the general applic-
ability of the concept of mesoscopic misfit to the structures
formed at early stages of epitaxial thin film growth [36,40].

Finally, it is important to note that theoretical examinations
of strained Co/Cu systems do not simply reveal strongly
inhomogeneous deformations in the system. They give a
unique access to the local picture of stress and strain, some-
thing that to-date experimental techniques cannot yet provide.
As an example, Fig. 4(d) shows the atomically resolved
hydrostatic stress Pσ ¼ TrðσαβÞ in a Co36 island and in the
surface layer of Cu. From the theoretical perspective, the
hydrostatic stress calculations is simply based on the determi-
nation of atomic level stress components [80].

One can observe in Fig. 4(d) the spatially varying nature of
the stress on the Cu atomic layer. At the island edge, the stress
is highly tensile, while the substrate layer under the island is
seen to exhibit compressive hydrostatic stress. The tensile
hydrostatic stress at the cluster center is different from that at
the edge, which is another hint that sometimes it might even be
necessary to treat the misfit microscopically, rather than on the
meso-, let alone on the macro-scale. In the following sections
we shall discuss how the inhomogeneous stress distribution in
the islands influences the motion of atoms on the islands
themselves, as well as on the substrate in the vicinity of the
islands.

3.2. Homo-epitaxial metal growth

Even stronger indication of the importance of considering
misfit as a mesoscopic quantity is the case of homo-epitaxy. In
that case, according to the classical rules of elasticity theory,
no difference between deposited material and substrate exists
and no effects are expected to arise due to the absence of
natural misfit. The principal drawback of this approach is
obvious and has been recognized long ago [41,40,36]. In
reality, not only mesoscopic islands, but also their macroscopic
“peers” have, due to reduced effective coordination, intrinsic
bond lengths which can be different from the bulk bond
lengths of corresponding materials. Moreover, as it has been
hinted in the previous section, this mismatch is not constant
across the island, but is strongly position dependent. The
relaxation of both edge and interior atoms in mesoscopic
islands can be the dominating process. Similar to the case of
hetero-epitaxial systems, these atoms relax towards the center
of the nanostructure in order to increase their binding energies.
It is a well-established notion in crystallography of free-

standing clusters that small metallic crystallites exhibit sub-
stantially smaller lattice constants as compared to their
macroscopic equivalents [81]. It took time for this notion to
establish itself in the world of epitaxy. First conclusive hints
came, as in the case of hetero-epitaxy, from then unexpected
in-plane lattice spacing oscillations (IPLSOs) during native
epitaxial growth of Cu on Cu(001) single crystal substrate in
the pseudomorphic growth regime [30]. The authors found
periodic expansions for half-integer coverages, which was
beyond conventional description based on macroscopic mis-
match arguments.
Similar strong effects in IPLSOs have been observed by

RHEED during two-dimensional homo-epitaxial growth of V
(001), Fe(001) and Nb(001) surfaces and was first considered
to be due to surface reconstructions and/or contamination [42].
Indeed, this study on IPLSOs for these homo-epitaxial systems
demonstrated that elastic strain relaxations at the edges of two-
dimensional islands can have the same amplitude range, as in
hetero-epitaxial systems, leaving beyond doubt the need for a
more complete model of epitaxial misfit.
Here again, to give the reader a truly local and quantitative

picture of the strain relaxations in a homo-epitaxial system we
resort to an example from theory. Accurate atomic scale
simulations (identical to this discussed in the previous section)
were performed for square Cu islands on a Cu(001) substrate.
It was confirmed that small Cu islands have a different bond
length compared to Cu bulk. Thus inhomogeneous strain
distribution can be found both in the islands themselves and
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in the Cu substrate. Atomic rearrangements in a Cu substrate
induced by a Cu36 island are shown in Fig. 5, revealing
unmistakable structural changes in the shape of both the island
and the substrate, albeit smaller than in the hetero-epitaxial
case of Co/Cu(001).

As a further example, a similar scenario of elastic strain relaxa-
tions was reported to affect growth and morphology of hexagonal
Cu islands on Cu(111) [37], showing again that the symmetry of
the system does not alleviate the effect of mesoscopic misfit. Here
again strong inhomogeneous strain distribution in islands and
substrate can be observed, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), displaying
atomic displacements in a Cu19 hexagonal island on Cu(111) along
the 〈110〉 direction. The substrate atoms under the island are
pushed down, and the island assumes a convex shape. The surface
is locally distorted and a sizable and strongly inhomogeneous
displacement pattern is observed therein. The residual hydrostatic
stress in the Cu19 island and the substrate underneath is shown in
Fig. 6(c). One can see that also in the case of homo-epitaxy
mesoscopic misfit leads to an inhomogeneous stress distribution in
the sample. At the island edge, the stress in the substrate is tensile
(positive), while the substrate layer under the island is seen to
exhibit compressive (negative) stress. The tensile hydrostatic stress
at the cluster center is different from that at the edge, once again
stressing the locality of the phenomenon.
Thus, similar to hetero-epitaxy [36] mesoscopic islands in

homo-epitaxial growth introduce stress in the surface region
that can vary on an atomic scale. At the time of publication,
these results were challenging the conventional view of the
lattice coherence between islands and the substrate in homo-
epitaxy, promoting the necessity to turn from classical
continuum elasticity view of epitaxy to a more complete
mesoscopic misfit picture.

3.3. Size-dependent mesoscopic misfit

Now let us spend a few lines to introduce the concept of
size-dependence mesoscopic misfit. Although, as already
mentioned, the truly complete picture of the misfit-induced
phenomena is the one, where misfit is considered in an
atomically resolved fashion, experimental findings obtained
from stress measurements [73,40] or from electron diffraction
[30] during sub-monolayer growth in metallic systems can
often be understood within the framework of the classical
theory of elasticity, or an enhanced version thereof, where one
corrects the value of natural misfit to account for the finite size
of the structure. The resulting misfit, introduced by Kern and
Müller [41], was termed “active misfit”. The authors stressed
the real importance of elastic strain relaxations, arising due to
size-effects at the free edges of islands, taking them into
consideration when dealing with growth behavior within sub-
monolayer-coverage regimes [41]. The “active misfit” is
supposed to be an averaged characteristic of a nanostructure,
depending solely on its size.
Let us explore the boundaries of applicability of this theory

by benchmarking it against quasi-ab initio molecular dynamics
calculations (the same method as has been used to obtain the
results presented in preceeding sections). In Fig. 7(a) the
average mesoscopic strain in square Co islands on Cu(001) is
shown as a function of the size of the latter [49]. The
mesoscopic misfit m was determined by evaluating atomic
bond lengths in Co islands as m¼ ðrb�r0Þ=r0 (rb and r0 being
the average bond length in Co islands and Cu bulk, respec-
tively). Note that here no assumption was made about the
analytical dependence of the average misfit on island size (as is
the case in the original concept of the size-dependent misfit),
but rather a straightforward averaging of real bond lengths is
carried out, another courtesy of the atomistic theoretical
approach.
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It can be seen that mesoscopic misfit between small Co
islands and the Cu substrate is considerably larger than the
macroscopic misfit m0, defined as m0 ¼ ðaCo�aCuÞ=aCo (aCu
and aCo being the lattice constants of Cu and Co bulk crystals)
which is rather small ð � 2%Þ. Only for Co islands comprising
more than 200 atoms the local elastic strain can be approxi-
mately described by the macroscopic misfit.

If we consider that the relaxation edges is the dominating
process [30,49], we should assume that the misfit scales with
the relative fraction of atoms belonging to the edge. For a
monolayer-thick island with N atoms this would mean a
scaling law of N �0:5 (gray dashed line in Fig. 7(a)) [49].
And indeed, for Co islands larger than 60 atoms the misfit does
follow the N�0:5 rule fairly closely. For Co islands smaller
than 50–60 atoms, however, the deviation from the rule
becomes more and more apparent, as the edge fraction starts
to dominate and becomes extremely island-shape-dependent.
Thus, for a certain island-size range, given the assumption that
the shape of the islands is fairly regular (e.g. in fractal islands
the perimeter scaling shall not be subject to the N �0:5 rule), the
true mesoscopic misfit can be approximated by the “size-
dependent” one, if one is content with capturing in the model
the average bond length of a nanostructure. Yet for a truly
universal description, the use of the mesoscopic misfit concept
is indispensable.

Here, as well, the findings and conclusions acquired from
hetero-epitaxial system analysis can be transferred to the case
of homo-epitaxy (see Fig. 7(b) for an example of square Cu
islands in Cu(001) surface) [43,37]. Here, no approximation
with macroscopic misfit is possible, the latter being exactly zero.
Yet for large islands (Z25–50 atoms) the N �0:5 approximation
can be applied to interpret experimental observations. For smaller
islands, the same breakdown of the N �0:5 law can be observed as
in the case of hetero-epitaxy.
To give another example of the same physics, structure and

growth of Fe deposits on reconstructed Au(111) have been
investigated experimentally by grazing incidence x-ray diffrac-
tion (GIXD). As a consequence of the epitaxial growth, Fe–Fe
bond lengths were found to be expanded to the underneath
lattice spacing (up to 12% compared to the high-temperature
fcc Fe phase) and the average interatomic distances of the
growing islands and films were found to vary as a function of
Fe coverage (and thus Fe island size) [82].
To draw a bottom-line for this section, we shall again point

out that the concept of “active”, or “size dependent” misfit
dealt with an effective mismatch as an averaged characteristic
of an ad-structure as a whole, thus capturing some of the
experimentally observed effects in nanostructures exceeding a
certain limit in size. It was an important intermediate step from
the level of continuum elasticity towards the contemporary
understanding of the mesoscopic misfit as a truly microscopic
quantity, defined on the meso- and microscopic level and
varying, as shall be discussed in the following, even within a
single nanostructure.

3.4. Size-dependent shape transitions in mesoscopic islands

Having outlined the general relaxation patterns of nano-
islands induced by mesoscopic misfit, we now come to the first
example of how the misfit can affect the macro- and meso-
scopically observable properties of the system. One important
ramification of the lattice misfit between a deposit and a
substrate is the so-called “strain-induced shape transition” in
nano-islands, which was predicted by Tersoff and Tromp [28].
It was shown in low energy electron microcopy studies of Ag
growth on Si(001) that below a critical size silver islands have
a compact symmetric shape, but at larger sizes they adopt an
elongated shape due to favorable elastic relaxations of the
island stress. Also Mundschau et al. [83] and Rousset et al.
[84] have observed elongated island formation during Au
growth on Mo(111) and Ag(110) respectively. It was shown in
these cases that when the stress is anisotropic the island should
align itself perpendicular to the direction of maximum stress.
Later on, Müller et al. [35] demonstrated that strain relaxations
in islands can lead to the growth of ramified structures even at
interfaces with square symmetry. Their scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) study has shown that Cu islands on Ni
(100), as they grow in size at sub-monolayer coverages,
undergo a shape transition from compact to ramified islands
at a critical island size (see Fig. 8). The critical island size has
been assessed by the authors to be � 480 atoms for Cu/Ni
(100), based on the analysis of the island border dimension-
ality [35]. The ramified shape of larger copper islands was
ascribed to anisotropic size-dependent strain relief at island
edges. Moreover, earlier RHEED results indicated strong
anisotropic behavior of in-plane lattice spacing oscillations,
obtained for two-dimensional islands grown on square lattices



Fig. 8. Sub-monolayer growth of copper islands on Ni(100) characterized by a
transition from compact to ramified island shapes with increasing island size.
The islands are grown at a substrate temperature of 345 K and a growth rate of
1.5� 10�3 ML/s. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [35].
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in different metallic hetero- and homo-epitaxial systems. These
were ascribed to the strong shape anisotropy of the islands
leading to equally anisotropic strain relaxation patterns [42].
These studies explicitly demonstrated that a delicate balance
between the strain energy (due to lattice misfit) and the bond
energy within the island determines the shape of a growing
structure.

Acknowledging the pronounced size dependence of the
misfit-induced energy, one can expect that the latter can play
a significant role in both growth patterns and final morphology
of the epitaxial system. For example, island coalescence will
dominate for larger coverages since it reduces the strain
relaxations in the islands and in the surface layer. The
competition between Co–Co and Co–Cu interactions is also
a driving force for the shape transitions in the clusters and the
substrate [36,42]. Calculations performed by Stepanyuk and
coworkers [36] showed that Co–Co interaction is stronger than
Co–Cu and Cu–Cu interactions, and, consequently, the strain
relaxations of Co–Co interatomic distances in the Co cluster
are stronger. The reported changes in the cluster shapes and the
substrate were deemed likely to be of general importance and
were prophesied to have a profound effect on island growth.

It is only fair, however, to mention here that the step
bending and island shape transitions have also been predicted
before using the continuum-like theory of elasticity [85,86]. Li
et al. [86] described theoretically the effect of elastic strain on
the equilibrium shape of a two-dimensional island. It was
shown that in homo-epitaxial system the equilibrium shape of
the islands under stress is derived from both island step free
energies and strain energies. The difference in strain energy for
different island sizes is predicted by that theory to lead to a
complex evolution of island shape with increasing island size.
The latter is expected to depend on the relative strengths of
step and strain energies and on the anisotropy of the former. It
was stressed that such behavior can be observed even in homo-
epitaxial islands if a surface stress anisotropy induced by the
substrate is present. Thus the shape evolution of the islands
discussed in Section 3.2 for the hetero-epitaxial is a more
general phenomenon. Both for homo- and hetero-epitaxy, the
strain makes the island shape size-dependent.
Atomic scale simulations of Stepanyuk et al. [43] demon-

strated the validity of this statement, showing that homo-
epitaxy at the meso-scale can be accompanied by shape
transitions in square Cu islands on Cu(001). In that case,
however, the “shape transition” reported by the authors should
be understood as vertical deformation of the island, rather than
the change of island boundary shape or dimensionality.
Specifically, Stepanyuk et al. have shown that a Cu island
assumes a “tent-like” shape evolving as the islands grow in
size. The edge atoms thereby are the lowest. The Cu surface
atoms under the Cu island are pushed down into the substrate,
while atoms at the outer edge of the Cu island are pushed up.

3.5. Adsorption, diffusion on and near mesoscopic islands

If we step back and take another look at the findings
summarized in the past sections, it becomes apparent that
mesoscopic misfit is both strongly dependent on the nanos-
tructure size (Sections 3.1–3.3) and in turn itself defines the
morphology and dynamics of epitaxial growth (Section 3.4).
To better understand this self-consistent interrelation between
size, shape and misfit let us consider how the basic processes
of atomic adsorption and diffusion depend on the presence of
stress and strain in the substrate and the nanostructures
thereon. Once this interrelation is clear, we shall generalize
the attained conclusions by pointing out various other implica-
tions of mesoscopic misfit for nanostructure growth and
morphology.
Let us start by considering the growth modes from the point

of view of mesoscopic effects. We have shortly outlined the
three currently distinguished growth modes in the introductory
section (2D, 3D and SK). On the atomistic level, growth is
determined by static and dynamics-related parameters, the
former being the adsorption energies of adatoms in different
environments, defining the ground state of the nanostructure
(which may or may not be reachable) and the latter being the
diffusion barriers, which determine the system's thermal and
temporal stability and its evolution in general [87]. There are a
few principal barriers that shall be important to us in the
following. First of all, it is the hopping barrier, which
determines the ease with which an adatom can travel across
the surface or on top of a nanostructure. We shall show in the
following that this barrier is rather sensitive to the strain in the
substrate and the lattice spacing thereof. The second important
barrier governs the interlayer mass transport. If an adatom has
to traverse the edge of a nanostructure or a step in the surface it
has two possibilities, either to jump over the edge (Ehrlich–
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Schwoebel barrier) or to push one of the edge atoms aside,
taking its place (exchange barrier). Yet even before a traveling
adatom can attempt to scale the edge of a surface step it has to
approach the latter, which is sometimes hindered by a
repulsive barrier existing in the vicinity of nanostructure or
terrace boundaries. This barrier, which has been known to
surface physicists for several decades, has only recently been
realized to be a manifestation of mesoscopic strain relaxation.
Examples of the dependence of all those barriers on local strain
fields in the substrate and the step/nanostructure shall be
shown presently. For the formation of embedded structures
another barrier, the substitutional one, is the control parameter.
Let us start off by considering the effect of strain on each of
the above-mentioned processes.

Phenomenologically, two-dimensional growth (2D) is
expected in an epitaxial system if adatoms, diffusing on a
surface, can traverse the edges of nanostructures and steps.
If deposited atoms are not free to “hop” on and off the islands,
three-dimensional (3D) growth shall usually be promoted.
In general, the delicate balance between the interlayer transport,
diffusion, deposition rate, and the size and shape of islands
determines, in a self-consistent fashion, the growth mode.

To start with the simplest process of atomic diffusion, we
note that direct observation of adatom movement on islands
was first undertaken in field ion microscope (FIM) experiments
by Ehrlich and coworkers (Wang, Golzhäuser et al.) [88–90].
These experiments demonstrated that motion of adatoms on
top of islands differs from that on a flat surface. An empty
zone separating the central region from the cluster edge was
observed for Ir diffusion on Ir(111) [90] and for Pt diffusion on
Pt(111) (see Fig. 9) [88]. It was suggested that the empty zones
come about as a consequence of stress induced geometric
relaxations causing an area of unfavorable adsorption to
separate the center and the rim of the islands, so that individual
atoms have to overcome an energy barrier just to cross this
empty zone and reach the cluster edges.
diffusion
deposition

[211]

central diffusion

edge adsorption
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Fig. 9. Map of sites occupied by Pt atoms on the Pt(111) cluster of � 145
atoms. Filled circles mark the location of the atom after diffusion. Empty
circles identify atoms after deposition at � 20 K. Only one atom is present on
the cluster at any one time during mapping. The empty zone separating the
central region from the cluster edge can be populated by condensing atoms.
The schematics in the bottom right part of the figure shows a sketch of the
adsorption potential on the island and the temperature at which particular
transport processes become operational. Figure adapted with permission from
Ref. [88].
The “mystery” was later clarified by Brovko and coworkers
[91] who have shown that the effect observed by Wang and
Ehrlich [88] is the consequence of a delicate balance between
mesoscopic relaxations in the system, reduced coordination
numbers at the edges of clusters and, most importantly,
relativistic effects. Fig. 10 shows the adsorption energy profile
for a single Pt atom on top of a Pt island on Pt(111) surface for
relaxed and unrelaxed geometries [91]. It is apparent that while
the relaxation plays an important role in defining the diffusion
characteristics, they alone cannot account for the observations
of Wang and Ehrlich. They do, however, play a indispensable
role in the complex picture.
Another approach to understanding the interplay of misfit

and diffusion was taken by Brune et al. [93], who conducted
STM measurements of Ag adatoms on a Ag(111) substrate and
on compressively strained Ag layers grown on Pt(111). The
authors established that surface diffusion and nucleation are
very sensitive to the variation in the substrate lattice constant.
Experimentally, the diffusion barrier was observed to be
substantially lower on a pseudomorphic strained Ag monolayer
on Pt(111) ð � 60 meVÞ, compared to that on unstrained Ag
(111) ð � 97 meVÞ. The calculations showed that this strong
effect is due to the 4.2% compressive strain of the Ag
monolayer on Pt. Further extended theoretical studies
[92,94–96] showed that atomic motion on strained and
unstrained metal surfaces can be characterized by different
migration barriers. A general trend found for transition metal
surfaces was that compressive (tensile) strains will decrease
(respectively increase) diffusion barriers (see Fig. 11). This
notion seems to be valid and constitutes an essential factor for
kinetic modeling of film growth morphology.
The impact of strain relief on adatom mobility on top of

strained Co islands on Cu(001) and around them was investigated
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by Stepanyuk et al. [49]. The authors performed atomic scale
calculations with ab initio based many-body potentials and
showed that atomic motion on strained Co islands is greatly
affected by mesoscopic strain relief and depends on the size of
the islands. As can be surmised from Fig. 12, the barriers for the
hopping diffusion of Co on top of small Co islands (16–50
atoms) are � 20% lower than those on large islands (100–500
atoms). It was also shown in Ref. [49] that substrate corrugation
and ad-structure interaction cause the barrier for edge diffusion of
Co atoms along Co islands of any size to be much lower
(approximately by 0.1 eV) than the barrier for Co diffusion on an
unstrained terrace. This finding is in agreement with the conclu-
sions attained in kinetic Monte Carlo studies [97], where it was
suggested that the activation energy for step-edge diffusion on an
fcc(001) surface is lower than that for isolated-adatom diffusion
by hopping.

These findings constitute the first general notion about the
interplay of mesoscopic strain and island growth. Preferential
diffusion of Co adatoms along the step-edges shall generally
promote the formation of compact islands. It also constitutes a
possible mechanism of island formation in the absence of
thermal mobility [97].

The physical mechanism responsible for such pronounced
interrelation of strain and diffusion barrier is the variation in
the chemical bonding between surface- and adatoms. Tighter
packing of the latter reduces the corrugation of the energy
landscape which facilitates atomic motion. Taking into account
the findings shortly described in Section 3.3 we can conclude
that island-size-dependent mesoscopic bond contraction is the
main reason for the variation of diffusion barriers on top the
nano-islands. As already stated, this may and indeed does have
important implications for epitaxial growth. For example, since
reducing the compressive strain also reduces the diffusivity on
top of large islands, a higher nucleation probability is to be
expected, which would promote 3D growth in the early stages
of hetero-epitaxy.
Before we move on in our discussion we want to stress

again that while we speak about the impact of strain on
diffusion on the meso-scale, the interplay of the two is rather
happening on the nano-scale, causing diffusion barriers to vary
strongly within a single nano-island, changing the character of
diffusion from one adsorption site to the other.
Another flavor of surface diffusion that is important for

nanostructure growth and has to be addressed is the diffusion
of single adatoms across the surface in the presence of ad-
structures nearby. We have already seen that diffusion along
the edge of a nanostructure is very different from the diffusion
on a clean surface, but there is also the scenario of adatom
approaching an ad-structure from afar and its incorporation
therein. We know that the substrate can be strongly corrugated
by the mesoscopic strain relief evoked by the presence of an
ad-structure. Wang and Ehrlich have reported finding in their
experiments on Ir/Ir(111) a “denuded zone”, an area around
nano-islands devoid of adsorbates [90,98], an observation later
made for a number of different systems by other groups (see, e.
g. Refs. [99,100]). Tsivlin and coworkers [44] have demon-
strated theoretically that even a weak corrugation of the
substrate can strongly influence diffusion of single adatoms.
Atomic scale calculations for Co islands and steps on Cu(111)
have shown that as the adatom approaches an island or a step
on a surface, the migration barrier in the direction perpendi-
cular to the step exhibits strong oscillations (see Fig. 13). The
barrier grows as the adatom approaches the step, forming a
repulsive zone which we have briefly mentioned in the
introduction of this chapter [44]. Remembering that substrate
bond length and stress have strong influence on adatom
diffusion, it is not hard to draw parallels between the growing
diffusion barrier and the strain relief patterns around nano-
islands discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Since up to now we have only presented examples of

monolayer high ad-structures, it is only reasonable to ask
oneself whether the observed trends shall hold or change if the
nanostructures start to grow in a 3D fashion. To obviate that
particular question we turn now to the process of interlayer
mass transport and the effect of mesoscopic strain relaxations
thereon.
As has been stated above, the two main pathways of

interlayer mass transport are over-the-edge jump (inhibited
by the Ehrlich Schwoebel (ES) barrier) and the substitutional
exchange with the atoms of the ad-structure (see Fig. 15 for a
sketch). From a naive point of view, since the ES barrier is
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determined by the reduced coordination of the adatom jumping
over the edge, all possible influences from the strain relaxa-
tions should be expected to be higher order corrections. Thus
for a long time the ES barrier used to be considered
mesoscopic-relaxation-independent [101]. Besides, for the
majority of systems the ES barrier is higher than the barrier
for exchange interlayer diffusion. The energy of the latter, on
the contrary, is directly dependent on the local environment at
the step edge and thus highly susceptible to the bond
contraction induced by mesoscopic strain relaxations. Studies
by Li et al. [101] have established that the ES barrier is indeed
almost constant for islands exceeding some tens of atoms in
size. However, later studies have shown that if the islands have
a multistoried structure, even the ES barrier becomes suscep-
tible to mesoscopic effects [102]. Yet even more intricate has
proven to be the process of exchange transport. The value of
the barrier in this case is strongly linked to the static values of
adsorption (and desorption) energies on top and beneath the
edge of an island or a step.

To attain a better understanding of the process of exchange
interlayer mass transport several studies were undertaken.
The experimental basis for testing the viability of those
theoretical predictions were laid by Bromann et al. who devised
an STM-based technique for measuring interlayer mass transport
characteristics of homo- and hetero-epitaxial systems [103].
For the theoretical side, e.g., Lysenko and coworkers [37,102]
have modeled the adsorption energetics in the vicinity of
multilayer islands. For double-layer hexagonal Cu islands on
Cu(111) it was found that not only does the adsorption energy
vary between different step geometries [(100) microfaceted step
A and (111) microfaceted step B], but it is also dependent on the
presence of the second-layer island (Fig. 14) and its distance
from the first-layer step edge (see Fig. 15).
Both the exchange and the ES barriers were shown (Fig. 15)

to be distinctly different at A and B steps on a (111) surface.
This finding was explained by the fact that the average bond
length in the vicinity of a B-step is increased compared to an
A-step, since the stress relief due to strain relaxations is larger
for the latter. Thus, contrary to the picture drawn by Li et al.
[101], in the study of Lysenko et al. [37] both exchange and
ES barriers were shown to depend on the strain relaxations at
the step-edge, especially in the case of 3D growth. To find a
quantitative link between strain and energetics in the 3D
growth case Lysenko et al. [37] performed atomic scale
calculations for the double layer Cu island on Cu(111) when
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a close contact between the edges occurs [37,102]. Obtained
results demonstrated that mesoscopic strain relief at the edges
of islands and in the substrate can lead to a shape transition in
the islands as their edges approach each other. Both the upper
and the lower islands exhibit strong inhomogeneous strain
relaxations: the atoms at the edge of the lower island and the
substrate underneath are pushed up, while atoms of the upper
island and the substrate under the large island are pushed
down. Mesoscopic misfit between the upper island and the
lower island were found to depend on the distance between the
edges and lead to a different local distortion of the adsorption
potential around the cluster edge steps of A and B types. As a
consequence, adsorption energies for Cu adatoms near the
edge of a double layer islands, as shown in Fig. 14, exhibit a
large variation of more than 0.3 eV (about 10%) for both steps
A and B. The physics behind is straightforward: the shorter
bond lengths at A-steps lead to a reduced corrugation of the
potential acting on adatoms as compared to B-steps, which, in
turn, as already remarked earlier and pointed out by Yu and
Scheffler [92], changes the corrugation of the binding potential
and consequently the adsorption energies along with the
barrier for interlayer mass-transport. The corrugation changes
as the second-layer island approaches the step edge and the
interlayer transport barriers change accordingly.

The effect is, of course, not limited to Cu(111). Similar
differences were found in calculations for Ag(111) and Pt
(111), where the barrier for exchange turned out to be
considerably lower at a B-step than at an A-step [101,104].

Thus the scenario of the interlayer mass transport is
dramatically changed by the presence of a second-layer cluster
close to the border of the first-layer island. The downward
movement of atoms at the edge is strongly suppressed in both
ES and exchange channels (see Fig. 15). The barrier heights
involved in the mass transport at both A- and B- type steps are
strongly increased by the presence of the second-layer ad-
structure, which is, of course, due not only to the mesoscopic
relaxations, but also to the direct interaction of the adatom with
the ad-structure itself.

It must be noted, however, that for a process of such
complexity it is hard to deduce a truly universal rule which
would be devoid of exemptions. A number of early STM studies
by Giesen and coworkers [105–107] dealing with multilayer Cu
islands on Cu(111) have shown that when the distance between
the edges of the upper and the lower islands is small, the decay
rate of small islands increases by two orders of magnitude.
Originally, Giesen and coworkers have tried to explain their
observations by the disappearance of the ES barrier, which would
contradict the conclusions of the studies by Lysenko et al. Yet it
was suggested later, after similar results have been obtained for
small and large Ag islands on Ag(111) by other groups
[108,109], that the apparent discrepancy can be explained by
the existence of a different atomistic process, namely a collective
exchange at the step edge, promoting interlayer mass transport
and the resulting second-layer cluster decay [108]. A more
thorough atomistic description of the phenomenon was given
by Lysenko et al., who's atomic-scale simulations have shown
that the reduced detachment energies at the step edges are a result
of the joint influence of reduced coordination and mesoscopic
strain relaxations. In Fig. 16 the detachment energies of Cu atoms
from small Cu clusters at A- and B-type steps are compared with
those for the flat surface. One can see that the influence of an A
step on the detachment energies is very small, while at a B step
the energies of all clusters are reduced compared to the flat
surface by 60–70 meV.
Having established that both intra-layer and inter-layer

diffusions are affected by the mesoscopic strain relaxations in
adsorbate islands, we want to spend a few lines on a similar
class of ad-structures – embedded clusters. It turns out that in
this case the mesoscopic effects are equally important. For
instance, performing atomic scale calculations with ab initio-
based many-body potentials, Longo et al. [110] have shown that
sub-monolayer inclusions of Fe atoms in the topmost layer of
Cu(001) observed in experiments [111,112] are caused by a
collective process of atomic exchanges near small embedded Fe
islands. They demonstrated that mesoscopic relaxations in the
substrate depend on the size of embedded islands and strongly
affect site exchanges. Fig. 17(b) shows how the exchange
barrier for the Fe adatom depends on the distance to Fe islands
embedded in a Cu substrate. Performed calculations revealed a
strong reduction of the exchange barrier near the island. This
effect is caused by the increased interaction between the Fe
adatom and the island at short distances (the main point is the
number of atoms of the island with which the adatom interacts)
and by the local strain relaxations. In the present case, a strong
inhomogeneous strain distribution in a Cu substrate around
embedded Fe islands was found (see Fig. 17(a)). The surface
layer and the embedded Fe36 island are strongly corrugated due
to atomic relaxations. The substrate atoms, which are the nearest
neighbors of the island, are strongly pushed down, while more
distant atoms exhibit upward relaxations. Substrate atoms are
also strongly shifted in-plane of the surface – following the
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tensile stress acting on the substrate they relax towards the
island. Of course, due to atomic relaxations the bond lengths in
the substrate in the vicinity of the Fe island are increased
compared to the flat surface. According to the results of Yu
et al. [92] those longer bond lengths lead to an enhanced
corrugation of the potential acting on the adatom and reduce the
exchange barrier (see Fig. 11). As a direct consequence of the
decrease of the exchange barrier, the probability of a collective
intermixing mechanism compared to another intermixing pro-
cesses is enhanced. To give a particular example, at room
temperature the probability for the intermixing directly near an
embedded Fe/Cu(001) island of 36 atoms was found to be more
than 10 times larger than the probability of this process 6–7 Å
away from the island [110]. This difference is even bigger if one
compares it with the edge diffusion along the embedded island
or with exchange on a flat surface. Therefore, one can conclude
that the exchange process near embedded islands is the
mechanism of the formation of Fe inclusions in Cu(001) found
in experiments. Naturally, also the different dynamics of step
atoms (also due to different holding potentials) makes penetra-
tion and incorporation of foreign/impurity atoms particularly
easy at step edges (2D alloying into upper terraces).

3.6. Mesoscopic mismatch as a driving force for morphology
modification at the atomic scale

Having established beyond doubt the importance of meso-
scopic misfit for nanostructure growth (adatom mobility and
nucleation kinetics) we turn back to a topic superficially
scratched in Section 3.4 – the interplay of mesoscopic
mismatch and the morphology of metallic hetero- and homo-
epitaxial systems.
Of course, a topic of particular interest in this case is the

growth of strained islands on metal surfaces due to its
fundamental and practical interests. It has been shown in the
framework of classical theory of elasticity [28,86] that in
equilibrium the competition between the line tension (which
favors a compact shape) and strain energy may lead to a
spontaneous shape transition from compact to elongated islands
above a critical island size [35,113–116]. STM measurements of
Müller et al. [35,115,116] demonstrated that strain relief may
lead to ramified island growth in sub-monolayer hetero-epitaxy
of Cu on Ni(001) (see Fig. 8). The shape transition from
compact to ramified islands above a critical size, which was
predicted theoretically by Tersoff and Tromp [28], has been
observed over a wide range of temperatures ðT ¼ 250–370 KÞ
and deposition fluxes (10�5–10�2 monolayer/s). It was sug-
gested that this shape transition does not have a kinetic origin
and is determined by the island-size-dependent strain relaxation
of step-edge atoms due to the positive lattice mismatch.
Recently Shim et al. [117] presented results of kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) simulations which indicate that the shape transition
is not primarily determined by energetic effects, but instead is
due to kinetics being strongly affected by strain. Tersoff
predicted that, in general, the interface intermixing can be
expected in systems dominated by atomic size mismatch [118].
This strain-dominated scenario is consistent with a variety of
experimental findings. Ex situ atomic force microscopy (AFM)
observations of Zimmermen et al. [119] have shown that Co
particles “burrow” into clean Cu(001) and Ag(001) substrates at
600 K, while no burrowing was observed at room temperature.
Padovani et al. [120] have reported that cobalt clusters “sub-
merge” into the Au(111) surface at a temperature about 450 K.
These experiments revealed a novel mechanism of mass
transport in transition metal hetero-epitaxy, which changes the
surface morphology of the growing films. To gain insight into
the origins of burrowing Stepanyuk et al. [121] performed
atomistic simulations. Based on the concept of mesoscopic
misfit he proposed that the coating of Co islands by highly
strained substrate material involves vacancy formation around
the structure and leads to a large pressure at the Co/Cu interface
which can promote burrowing [121].
Another example of mesoscopic misfit affecting the morphol-

ogy and dynamics of surface structures was given by Miron and
coworkers [51], who employed an accelerated molecular
dynamics simulations to study atomistic processes involved in
the growth of Co on Cu(001). They observed an upward
interlayer transport at island edges that was responsible for the
bilayer Co island formation at low temperatures. At higher
temperatures the Co–Cu intermixing on the terrace produced
qualitatively different island morphologies, leading to down-
ward interlayer transport and thereby promoting layer-by-layer
growth. Furthermore, Miron et al. have shown that strong strain
relief in Co islands on a Cu surface leads to a high mobility of
small Co clusters through concerted atomic mechanism that
significantly lowers the saturation island density and thus affects



Fig. 19. STM images of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 ML (a–d) of Fe deposited on Au
(111) surface. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [126].

Fig. 18. Co monolayer islands and wires prepared by Co deposition on the Pt(111) surface at room temperature. Overview STM map (a) and a more detailed
topography of a single island (b). d I/d V map (c) measured simultaneously to the topographic image in (b) with an out-of-plane sensitive magnetic tip. Figure
adapted with permission from Ref. [122].
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the low coverage morphology in agreement with experimental
observations [51].

A detailed experimental insight into the growth, structure
and morphology of thin Co layers deposited at room tempera-
ture on Pt(111) has been achieved through the use of scanning
tunneling microscopy [100,122–125]. It was found that the
strain relief within the first and second Co layers changes the
energy balance between hollow sites (fcc and hcp) and the
bridge sites in the system due to the large lattice mismatch of
9.4% between Co and Pt. It thereby promotes the formation of
a dislocation network [123,125]. Later these dislocations
relieve the strain through a formation in the second Co layer
of a hexagonal “moiré” structure with the Co in-plane lattice
distance being close to that of bulk Co (see Fig. 18). STM
measurements [122,124] demonstrated that the growth of thin
Co film is followed by flat layers (2D) up to a Co coverage of
about 3.5 ML. Above this coverage 3D Co islands are
observed. It was argued that the driving force of 2D–3D
growth behavior is a balance between strain energy at the
interface between Co layers and Pt surface and the bond
energy of the islands' Co atoms which determines the surface
morphology of a growing structure. This study is also a vibrant
example of how mesoscopic strain relaxation can affect not
only the morphology (Fig. 18(b)) but also the magnetic
properties (Fig. 18(c)) of a growing nanostructure layer.

Another STM investigation worth mentioning is a study by
Donati and colleagues of the strain mediated nucleation and
growth morphology of Fe on Au(111) occurring in the sub-
monolayer regime at room temperature [67,126]. It is well
known that the Au(111) surface exhibits a uniaxial reconstruc-
tion which shows fcc and hcp regions separated by discom-
mensuration lines (ridges), while rotational domains of 71201
generate peculiar sites (the so-called bulged and pinched
elbows) of the reconstruction [127]. The interatomic distances
are different in these regions and induce the non-uniform
surface strain that makes Au(111) surface an ideal template for
nucleating metal (Ni, Co, Fe) clusters in well-ordered arrays
[67,126]. As an example of how this strain can be used to tune
the morphology of the growing film in Fig. 19 the growth
scenario for Fe on Au(111) is presented as a sequence of STM
images taken by Donati et al. [67,126]. As can be seen in
Fig. 19(a), below a coverage of 0.1 ML, Fe growth proceeds in
well-ordered regular arrays of monolayer-thick islands nucle-
ating preferentially at elbows sites. It is shown that the bulged
elbows are covered by triangular shaped islands, while pinched
elbows favor the diamond shaped ones. Such peculiar growth
was explained by the presence of non-uniform reconstruction-
induced surface strain. However, the situation is rather
different for coverages of 0.2–0.4 ML (Fig. 19(b) and (c)).
A few Fe islands grow out of the elbows sites, while a fair
number of Fe islands have coalesced forming larger islands
with elongated shape (in a quasi-1D fashion). Most of the
islands remain well separated, showing a tendency to grow
perpendicularly to the elbows line. A small but non-negligible
fraction of Fe begun to grow also in the second layer of the
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islands. Coalescence and second layer growth are instead more
evident for a coverage of 0.6 ML (see Fig. 19(d and e)). These
STM observations of morphology evolution in Fe/Au(111)
were interpreted successfully through rate equation models for
the island densities including the explicit assumption of the
Fe–Fe bond length (energy) dependence on the island size.

At the end of this section, we shall give yet another theory-
based example of how strain relief affects the growth
morphology of deposits on substrate. Combining kinetic
Monte Carlo (kMC) and molecular static simulations with ab
initio based interatomic potentials, Negulyaev et al. [62]
explored, on the atomic scale, the formation of triangular
bilayer Co islands on Cu(111) at room temperature (RT)
benchmarking the results against experimental observations.
According to the latter, at 290 K, 0.4 ML Co deposited on Cu
(111) coalesce into triangular islands of regular shape, well
separated from one another (Fig. 20(a)). Taking all relevant
atomistic processes into account, yet neglecting the meso-
scopic relaxations in the system, detailed kMC simulations
predict a totally different, dendrite structure of the island (Fig.
20(b)), characteristic for much lower experimental growth
temperatures. Yet once the mesoscopic effects are introduced
into the model (Fig. 20(c)) the resulting island shapes become
almost a perfect match to the experimental ones. These results
explicitly and unambiguously demonstrate that the strain
relaxations have a role of paramount importance in the
determination of epitaxial morphology at the atomic scale.

The last example that we shall bring of the importance of
mesoscopic strain relaxations in early stages of epitaxy is a
study of low-temperature self-ordering of Fe adatoms on Cu
Fig. 20. The morphology of Cu(111) surface exposed by 0.4 ML of Co at
290 K: (a) experimental STM map (darker areas have larger apparent height)
and the kMC simulations neglecting the strain relaxations (b) and properly
taking them into account (c). The inset in the upper right panel shows the
atomic scale structure of a section of a double-layer island as obtained in kMC
simulations. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [62].
(111) carried out by Negulyaev et al. [65]. In it the authors have
shown, in a joint experimental (STM-based) and theoretical
(kMC) investigation, that strain relaxations induced in the
substrate have a pronounced effect on the energy landscape of
Fe adsorbate diffusion. Measurements for different temperatures
and coverages have shown that strain relaxations substantially
increase the probability of close-packed cluster formation during
the early stages of metal-on-metal epitaxial growth. As a
signature of the importance of mesoscopic misfit the authors
present the density of immobile clusters (Z3 atoms) created at
annealing temperature of 12 K as a function of the coverage
(Fig. 21). Four different coverages were considered: 0.011,
0.021, 0.031, and 0.048 ML. One can see that the concentration
of immobile clusters measured in the experiment and that
obtained with the kMC simulations on a fully relaxed substrate
are close together. The nucleation density of clusters found in
the kMC simulations while neglecting strain relaxations is
significantly lower, differing often by a factor of more than
two from the experimental values.

3.7. Local variation of electronic properties in strained nano-
islands

While the foregoing section was almost exclusively devoted
to the issues of morphology and the effect of mesoscopic misfit
thereon, in it we have already caught a glimpse of the effect
that misfit-induced reconstruction can have on the electronic
and magnetic properties of the system (see Fig. 18 and Ref.
[122]). In the coming two sections we shall present further
evidence that such interplay is not a pure coincidence, but is
rather ubiquitous.
In contrast to epitaxial atomic layers, where lattice misfit,

epitaxial strain, vertical layer relaxation are well-defined proper-
ties [10,87,128], for individual nanostructures spatial variations
of the atomic structures are expected [41,43] and experimentally
observed [31,61,129]. Here, structural and electronic relaxations
on the nanoscale are driven by uncompensated forces and
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reduced coordination at the boundary of a nanostructure. As a
result, both atomic positions and electronic structure show a
pronounced spatial dependence [58,67,130]. Thus, any appro-
priate description of spin-dependent properties stringently
requires the consideration of these effects. Note that concepts
such as strain and layer relaxation need to be applied with
considerable care, as the atomic distances vary throughout a
single nanostructure, and the description by a oversimplified
strain concept appears questionable. Rather, the description in
view of mesoscopic misfit [37,43] appears to be better suited to
address the peculiar bonding situation in nanostructures.

Here we exploit the spatial resolution of the STM to
investigate the position dependence of the differential con-
ductance signal [130,131] within pure and Fe-decorated Co
islands. These data provide compelling evidence that structural
relaxations in the Co core are lifted upon decoration.

The following section provides experimental evidence that
spin-polarization and magnetic anisotropy in the rim region of
individual Co bilayer islands are drastically changed upon
perimetric decoration. The spin-polarization becomes spatially
more homogeneous, and the magnetic anisotropy of the Co
core is reduced upon Fe decoration.
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Fig. 22. Topography and spatially resolved spectroscopy of pure Co (top row)
and Fe-decorated bilayer Co islands (bottom row). Constant current STM
images of a pure Co bilayer island in (a) and of a Fe-decorated Co island in (c)
(Ugap ¼ þ0:1 V, I t ¼ 1 nA). The arrow in (a) and (c) shows the line along
which position-dependent spectroscopy data were taken in (b) and (d),
respectively. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. Whereas the data
for pure Co show a sizable shift of the peak at �0.3 eV to more negative
values to �0.35 eV upon transition towards the edge of the island. The peak
position measured on the Fe-decorated Co island does not show any
appreciable shift and remains at �0.3 eV. See text for the discussion.
The data of Fig. 22(b) reveal that the energy position of the
peak of the differential conductance, which is related to the Co
minority states, located near �0.3 eV at the island center, first
reported and identified by Diekhöner and coworkers [132],
shifts to more negative values towards �0.4 eV close to the
island edge [130]. Near the island edge, a novel electronic
feature appears in spectroscopy as a peak at the Fermi energy,
which has been coined rim state [133]. Where it is observed,
the intensity of the peak near �0.4 eV is strongly suppressed.
We ascribe this spatial dependence of the spin-dependent

electronic structure in an individual nanoisland to the impact of
both lattice relaxation and reduced coordination. Previous
combined experimental and theoretical studies have identified
the intimate link between structural relaxation and electronic
structure for this [130] and a related system [67], and we focus
on the structural relaxation first.
The observed shift of the peak energy to more negative

values towards the island edge for the island shown in Fig. 22
(a) with a base length of 12 nm can be ascribed to a
corresponding reduction of the in-plane Co–Co atomic dis-
tance. We present the relation between the average Co–Co
bond length of Co islands of different size and the peak energy
shift in Fig. 23(a), as extracted from the published data [130].
The plot shows as a dashed line the Co–Co bond length of
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Fig. 23. (a) Relation between the average Co–Co bond length of a bilayer Co
structure on Cu(111) and the shift of peak energy of the 3d minority state of
Co. The data are extracted from a previous study [130]. The dashed line
indicates the Co bond length of 2.556 Å, representing pseudomorphic growth.
The solid line is a guide for the eye. The peak energy shifts to more negative
values with decreasing bond length. (b) Plot of the calculated average Co–Co
bond length in a single bilayer Co island on Cu(111) [130] along the dashed
center line. The bond length varies by 0.003 nm, and it is the shortest at the
island edge. It remains below the value indicative of pseudomorphic growth
(dot-dashed line) even at the island center. Figure adapted with permission
from Ref. [130].
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2.556 Å, which serves as a reference indicating the bond
length in pseudomorphic positions on Cu(111). At this bond
length a peak energy of �0.3 eV is observed. The plot reveals
that a shift of peak energy to more negative values indicates a
shorter Co–Co bond length.

The calculations indicate that the Co–Co bond length at the
center of a 15 nm size island approaches the value indicative of
pseudomorphic growth on Cu(111). This gives a nearest neighbor
distance of ð1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
ÞaCu ¼ 2:556 Å, with aCu ¼ 3:615 Å. How-

ever, near the island edge a reduced bond length of � 2:51 Å is
found in the calculations. This reduced bond length leads to a
peak energy shift by �0.07 eV. The structural relaxation
reflects the tendency of epitaxial misfit stress to reduce the
Co–Co bond length. This stress is driven by the tensile misfit
of η¼ ðaCu�afcc�CoÞ=afcc�Co ¼ þ1:89%, with afcc�Co ¼
3:548 Å [134]. As a result, atomic positions change throughout
the nanostructure, as stresses acting at the boundary of the
structure differ from those acting at the island center, and this
drives a spatially varying structural relaxation, which affects
both the topmost and the interface layer in contact with Cu.
Note that the topmost and interface Co atoms may respond
differently to the stress, and the notion of a strain to characterize
the bond length on individual nm small islands may be too
simplistic. Thus, a complex atomic relaxation is expected, and it
is linked to the spatial dependence of the electronic structure, as
observed here. The variation of the Co–Co bond length within a
single Co bilayer island is shown in Fig. 23(b). Note that in this
small Co island, all Co–Co bond lengths remain below the value
expected for pseudomorphic growth.

A further contribution which modifies structural and electro-
nic properties is the reduced coordination. The lack of bonding
partners inevitably affects all atoms at the boundary of any
structure. Whereas an atom within a fcc material is surrounded
by 12 nearest neighbors, this coordination shrinks to nine for
atoms at the (111) surface, and to seven for an atom at the ridge
of an (111) island. This reduced coordination leads to an
electron redistribution. This influences the atomic spacings,
which often get shorter, and it gives rise to surface stress, which
is generally tensile [135,136]. Thus, the position dependence of
the electronic properties, and consequently of the atomic
structure, is a general phenomenon for nanostructures, and it
is not limited to epitaxially strained systems [37].

The decisive difference of the position-dependent spectro-
scopy data in Fig. 22(d) as compared to the data shown in (b)
is an almost constant energy position of the spectroscopy
signal from the Co core towards the border upon Fe decora-
tion. This contrasts with the substantial shift in peak energy for
the corresponding transition from the center towards the edge
of the pure Co island. Also, the electronic signature of the rim
state as a peak at the Fermi energy is only observed for the
pure Co island, but not for the Fe decorated island.

These observations support the conclusion that structural
and electronic relaxation of a pure Co islands are substantially
suppressed in the Co core of the Fe-decorated island. We
discuss in the following section that also the magnetization
reversal and magnetic anisotropy of the Co islands are heavily
affected by the decoration, leading to a reduced magnetic
anisotropy of the Co core upon decoration. We ascribe the
underlying physics to the effect of suppressed structural and
electronic relaxation upon contact of the Co edge with Fe.

3.8. Influence of mesoscopic relaxation on the magnetism of
nano-islands

Lattice strain and magnetism are intimately linked by the
magneto elastic coupling, which describes the strain depen-
dence of the magnetic anisotropy [10,68,137,138]. In short, an
anisotropic lattice strain is often the driving force for a change
of the easy axis of magnetization in epitaxial layers, away from
the respective bulk direction. In epitaxial films, the in-plane
and out-of-plane lattice strain differs in general [10,138], and
the magneto elastic coupling between strain and magnetic
anisotropy may drive the spin reorientation.
However, although the concepts of lattice strain and

magneto elastic coupling are well established for bulk samples
and atomic layers, the corresponding description of individual
nanostructures has not been established yet. It is evident that in
view of the spatial variation of bond lengths in a single
nanostructure on the nm scale, the concept of lattice strain is
questionable. Consequently, the reliable application of mag-
neto elastic concepts to individual nanostructures appears
debatable. Nevertheless, it is expected that even subtle
structural relaxation will have a dramatic impact on the spin-
dependent electronic properties. And as a result, also magnetic
properties, such as the magnetic anisotropy, will be influenced
by structural relaxation on the nm scale.
In this section we present an intriguing example for the

suspected role of relaxation in individual Co bilayer nano-islands
on Cu(111). We find that the magnetic anisotropy of the Co island
varies within a single island. Our quantitative analysis of magne-
tization reversal data by spin-STM provide compelling evidence
that the atoms near the edge of the Co bilayer island are
magnetically soft, i.e. they exhibit a vanishing magnetic anisotropy
[69,71,131]. We are led to the proposition that structural relaxation
at the island edge is a pivotal aspect of this peculiar behavior. This
view is corroborated by our recent experiments which indicate a
lifting of structural relaxation upon perimetric decoration of the Co
islands with a bilayer Fe stripe [131]. As a result, now all atoms of
the Co core show a magnetic anisotropy.
We exploit the spatial resolution of spin-polarized STM to

investigate the magnetization reversal of individual bilayer Co
islands on Cu(111). These Co islands have an easy out-of-
plane magnetization direction [139]. We measure the switching
field for islands of different size from the sharp signal drop of
the differential conductance during a sweep of the magnetic
field [69,71].
Fig. 24(a) shows a compilation of the data. Switching field data

are plotted for pure (cyan) and Fe-decorated (red) Co islands. The
data show an initial sharp increase of the switching field with
island size, and the switching field decays to smaller values in
larger islands. This overall behavior is ascribed to thermally
assisted magnetization reversal [69,140]. In smaller islands the
total magnetic anisotropy energy of the island is comparable to the
thermal energy, leading to thermally assisted magnetization
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Fig. 24. (a) Summary of switching fields of individual bilayer Co islands, as
measured by in-field spin-STM at 8 K. The data points of pure Co (cyan) islands
show smaller switching fields as compared to Fe-decorated Co (red) islands. The
switching field was measured for a variation of the magnetic field along the
sample normal. (b) Energy barrier ΔE of magnetization reversal in dependence
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extrapolate through the origin of the plot, and they are well described by a linear
relation. The slopes of the linear fits give the magnetic anisotropy of the systems.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)
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reversal. In larger islands, the total magnetic anisotropy energy is
larger, the thermal energy gets comparably less important, and the
switching field approaches the Stoner–Wohlfarth value of 2K=M,
where K andM are the magnetic anisotropy and the magnetization,
respectively [141]. In this thickness range magnetization reversal
by coherent rotation of a so-called macro-spin – all spins of the
nanostructure rotate in unison – is assumed. In even larger islands
magnetization reversal by the nucleation of magnetic domains and
domain growth is feasible, and smaller switching fields are
observed [69]. We note that the data for the Fe-decorated islands
show larger switching fields as compared to pure Co islands up to
an island size of 2500 atoms.

We apply the analysis of the switching field data in the
framework of the Néel–Brown description of thermally assisted
reversal to extract the energy barrier ΔE of reversal [69]. The result
is shown in Fig. 24(b). The plot shows the result for the pure Co
islands as a line fit (cyan) through the data points, where the
individual points are omitted for clarity. The slope of the line gives
the magnetic anisotropy of 0:14870:005 meV=atom. Surpris-
ingly, this line shows an offset, and it intersects the x-axis near 870
atoms. We ascribe this to the number of atoms, which do not
contribute to the magnetic anisotropy. It appears plausible to
localize the atoms of vanishing magnetic anisotropy at the rim of
the island, within a stripe of width 1–4 atoms. [69]
Previously, it has been proposed that edge atoms exhibit a

higher magnetic anisotropy, due to their reduced coordination
[142]. Our present work shows that coordination effects are
comparably less important. Rather, the magnetic properties of
Co islands on Cu(111) appear to be affected by structural and
electronic variations near the island edge.
The data for the Fe-decorated island show a very different

behavior. The slope of the curve representing a linear fit
through the data points indicates a magnetic anisotropy of
0:11570:005 meV=atom, 22% less than for pure Co islands.
Remarkably, the fit extrapolates to zero, and there is no
indication of a sizable offset. This is in sharp contrast to the
result obtained for the pure Co islands.
How can we understand this change of the magnetic

anisotropy of the Co island upon decoration? We ascribe this
change of the magnetic anisotropy to the decoration-induced
lifting of the structural relaxation near the edge of the Co core
and to the corresponding change of the electronic structure, as
discussed above in Section 3.7.
Finally, a few words have to be said about the predictive

power of theoretical calculation. In fact, performing ab initio
and tight-binding calculations Pick and coworkers demon-
strated that atomic relaxations can affect magnetic properties of
Co adatoms and Co clusters on a Cu(001) surface [143].
Atomic relaxations decrease the spin and orbital magnetic
moments and drastically affect the magnetic anisotropy of the
Co adatoms. Due to relaxations the in-plane magnetization of
the Co adatom is stabilized [143].
In another study it was proven that atomic relaxations

strongly reduce the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) and
the orbital magnetic moments of embedded clusters (see Fig. 2
(f) for a sketch of predicted relaxation). The largest MAE of
about 1.8 meV was found for a single Co atom in the Cu(001)
surface. A strong enhancement of the spin magnetic moments
in embedded clusters as compared to a single atom of Co
incorporated in the Cu(001) surface was found as well. While
in supported clusters the MAE is strongly enhanced at the edge
atoms, the immersion of the cluster into the surface and atomic
relaxations make the distribution of the local MAE contribu-
tions and orbital-moment values almost homogeneous. [144]

4. Experimental confirmation of mesoscopic mismatch
I: surface x-ray diffraction

The discussion of the previous sections has elaborated the
most important aspects regarding the modification of the
structure of ultra thin films, namely the considerable reduction
of the interatomic distances within a nano-island. It should be
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noted that the phenomenon of a bond distance contraction is
quite general and is well known for simple metal surfaces
[145]. In simple picture it can be related to the Smoluchowski
smoothing [146] of the surface charge density contour invol-
ving a electrostatically driven inward relaxation. In another
model according to Pauling [19] the reduced number of
neighbors around a given atom leads to a strengthening of
the remaining bonds and as a consequence to the reduction of
the bond length. Following this idea any kind of modification
of the environment around an atom – especially at the rim and
at edged nano-islands or clusters – is expected to lead to
substantial modifications of the atomic structure. It was as
early as 1951 that the first experimental verification of the
particle size effect on the lattice parameter was presented by
Boswell et al. [20] in an electron diffraction study of several
alkali halides and evaporated gold films indicating a reduction
of the lattice constant by up to 2% for crystals of 20 Å in size.

Any quantitative experimental study of the mesoscopic
misfit scenario thus requires a tool which has a resolution
better than the structural changes involved. Following the
results predicted by theory, the changes of the interatomic
distances are in the range of between 0.05 and 0.10 Å at most.
Therefore the aim of an experimental verification is the
determination of interatomic distance changes with an accu-
racy in the 0.01 Å regime and with sensitivity which allows
probing of sub-monolayers of material.

Surface science in general requires the accurate and reliable
knowledge of the structure at the atomic scale. As compared to
the number of known bulk structures the number of known
nanostructures is very limited and amounts only to a few
percent of the known bulk structures [147]. To considerable
extent this is related to the inherent difficulty to analyze
nanostructures at the atomic scale which has recently been
called the “nanostructure problem” [148].

Among the techniques which are both sensitive to the low
amount of material and which allow a quantitative structure
analysis, low energy electron diffraction (LEED), x-ray
diffraction (XRD) and extended x-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) are well established. Although scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) is commonly used to investigate nanos-
tructures, its lateral resolution is not sufficient and the atomic
scale structure analysis requires thorough modeling to avoid
the possibility of substantial misinterpretation of the images as
a result of the convolution of the electronic structure of sample
and tip. However, this is hardly done (possible) in many cases.

Among the surface structure analysis tools LEED is the one
by which the most structure models have been published [147],
but the quantitative LEED analysis requires application of
multiple scattering calculations, which significantly compli-
cates data analysis. On the other hand for XRD single
scattering theory is sufficient in most cases and it is a well-
established tool for the analysis of atomic structures. As far as
bulk structures are concerned the analysis is, in general, carried
out in an automated way by collecting bulk Bragg reflections
and applying sophisticated computer programs. By contrast, in
the case of nanostructures the diffraction pattern is typically
characterized by a diffuse intensity distribution of the scattered
intensity rather than by sharp Bragg reflections, because a
well-defined lattice periodicity is missing. In addition, the
coherently scattered intensity is typically orders of magnitudes
weaker than Bragg reflections collected from three-dimensional
bulk crystals.
Recent progress has been made in the XRD study of nano-

crystals using coherent diffraction made possible by third
generation x-ray sources [59,149–151]. For instance, Huang
et al. [59] have studied the inhomogeneous relaxations of gold
nano-crystals of 3–5 nm in diameter. Bond length contraction
up to 10% ð � 0:2 ÅÞ was found at the outermost shell of the
nano-crystal. Where focusing of the x-ray beam onto a single
nano-crystal is not possible, the measurement involves aver-
aging over an ensemble of individual islands requiring homo-
geneity to yield meaningful results [151]. Two-dimensional
nano-islands in the size range of 1–2 nm, i.e. consisting of 20–
40 atoms only which are supported by a substrate crystal
[36,49,61,152] are representative for such cases which will be
discussed in more detail in the following sections.
EXAFS probes the local environment around an absorbing

atomic species and does not rely on long range order. From
this point of view, it appears as the most straightforward
technique to study the atomic structure of nano-crystals.
Supported nanocrystals have been investigated with an empha-
sis on the crystal size-dependent coordination number and to
study the influence of static and dynamic disorder on the
accurate determination of the interatomic distance [153]. In
this context sample homogeneity is also an issue since EXAFS
probes the local environment around each absorbing atom,
which in principle is expected to be different within a nano-
crystal depending on the location of the atom.
In the following sections XRD and EXAFS experiments

with emphasis on the determination of the nano-island
structure are discussed. At the beginning of each section,
theory is presented as far as it is necessary for the under-
standing of the analysis and for the interpretation of the results.
4.1. Historical background and theory

Since the first experiments by Eisenberger et al. [154], x-ray
diffraction has emerged as a powerful tool to study clean and
adsorbate covered crystal surfaces at the atomic scale. Several
excellent comprehensive articles and reviews have been
written since then [155–157] and for details the reader is
referred to these reviews. In the following we concentrate on
the most relevant aspects necessary for the understanding of
the results discussed in this review.
The integrated intensity [I(hkl)] of an x-ray reflection is

proportional to the product of the absolute square of the
structure factor [F(hkl)] and the Laue lattice factor [G(hkl)]:

IðhklÞp jGðhklÞj2 � jFðhklÞj2 ð1Þ

While the structure factor contains information about the
atomic positions within the unit cell, the Laue factor sums up
the contribution of the N unit cells. This is decisive for the
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appearance of Bragg-reflections:

GðhklÞ ¼ ∑
n�1

n¼0
exp½2iπℓ n� � gðhÞ � gðkÞ; ð2Þ

where we have explicitly considered only the summation along
the z-direction (surface normal) and included the contributions
along the a and b directions in the factors g(h) and g(k),
respectively which have the same analytical form.

It is worthwhile to shortly consider the properties of this
function. For ℓ integer, all unit cells scatter in-phase, i.e. the phase
factor is equal to 1. Secondly, for an infinite crystal corresponding
by a summation from nA ð�1; þ1Þ, reciprocal lattice points
are obtained, where the Bragg reflection is represented by the Dirac
function δðℓÞ : GðhkℓÞ ¼ δðℓÞ � gðhÞ � gðkÞ. Summation over
nAð�1; 0� only, which is equivalent to a semi-infinite crystal
with a surface at n=0, leads to the well-known expression for the
so-called crystal truncation rod (CTR):

FCTR ¼ F hkℓð Þ ∑
0

n¼�1
e2iπℓ n � g hð Þ � g kð Þ

¼ FðhkℓÞ
1�e� i2πℓ

� g hð Þ � g kð Þ; ð3Þ

which after calculation of the absolute square yields

jFCTRj2 ¼
jFðhkℓÞj2
4 sin 2ðπℓÞ � jg hð Þj2 � jg kð Þj2 ð4Þ

In consequence, the truncation of the crystal (here explicitly
discussed for the c-axis only) gives rise to a continuous
distribution of intensity along the reciprocal cn axis, i.e. ℓ
becomes a continuous parameter. Although the appearance of
the CTR has been discussed already by Laue in 1936 [158],
clear-cut experimental verification for various crystal surfaces
was provided by Robinson in 1986 [159] using synchrotron
radiation.

On the basis of Eq. (4) it can be verified that at the anti-
phase condition [ℓ¼ ð2nþ1Þ=2, where nAZ�, the total
scattered amplitude is equal to jFCTRj2 ¼ 1=4, i.e. it corre-
sponds to 1/4 of a monolayer (for a single layer of atoms in a
primitive structure ðjFðhkℓÞj2 ¼ 1Þ the relation jFCTRj2 ¼ 1
holds). On the other hand, at ℓ¼2n corresponding to the in-
phase condition Eq. (4) leads to a divergence of the scattered
intensity at the bulk Bragg reflections. This is because the
finite penetration (μ) of the x-ray beam by photoabsorption and
extinction is neglected. Mathematically the finite penetration
can be taken into account by multiplying the denominator with
the damping term exp½� t=μ�. It lifts the divergence at the
Bragg reflections, but its contribution is negligible away from
the bulk Bragg condition. Typically μ varies between micro-
meters and approximately 100 Å. The latter value is achieved
under total external reflection conditions of the primary beam
[155]. It follows that even under total reflection conditions
there is no “intrinsic” surface sensitivity of XRD. Surface
sensitivity solely emerges from the suitably chosen reflections
in reciprocal space which are related to the presence of the
surface as in the case of the CTRs. Thus surface sensitivity in
XRD originates from a Fourier filtering in k-space. In consequence,
this technique is commonly referred to as surface x-ray diffraction
(SXRD).
Summarizing the preceding discussion of Eq. (4) it should

be emphasized that it is the suppression of the bulk scattered
intensity at positions away from the bulk Bragg reflections
which allows the analysis of the surface structures, since only
under this condition the scattering contributions from substrate
and adsorbate are comparable in magnitude. This is of utmost
importance for the case of supported nano-islands which grow
epitaxially on a substrate. To clarify this condition in more
detail Fig. 25 shows a schematic model of a copper crystal in
side view. Along the c-axis only the two upper unit cells are
shown together with an adsorbate at a position r! relative to
the origin of the topmost substrate unit cell. For the copper
crystal we have chosen the bulk body centered tetragonal
setting leading to the structure factor: FðhkℓÞ ¼ f Cue

iπðhþ kþℓÞ

which takes into account the two copper atoms (atomic
scattering factor f Cu) within the unit cell located at the
positions (0,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,1/2). Multiplication of the
structure factor with the Laue lattice factor leads to the
expression for the total CTR intensity:

jFCTRj2 ¼
��� f Cu
1�e� iπðhþ kþℓÞ þθ � f Co � ei2πðhxþ kyþℓzÞ � Tð q!Þ

���
2
;

ð5Þ
where we have assumed that a cobalt atom with atomic
scattering factor f Co is located on the surface of the substrate
with a coverage θ at the position ðx; y; zÞ within the surface unit
cell. The displacement factor Tð q!Þ represents the Fourier-
transform of the probability density function, pdf ð r!Þ, describ-
ing in full generality the displacement distribution (thermal and
static) of the atoms out of the equilibrium position. For details
we refer to Refs. [160,161]. The remaining parameter, θCo,
represents the probability to find an atom at the atomic site
ðx; y; zÞ, i.e. in the present case it is equivalent with the
coverage: θCoA ½0; 1�.
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In summary, Eq. (5) provides the basis to analyze the
structure of adsorbate atoms supported by a substrate. The
following section focuses on the analysis of the atomic
relaxations within the cobalt nanoislands.
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¼ 0:18 Å. See Ref. [61].
4.2. SXRD analysis of the mesoscopic relaxations in Co nano-
islands on Cu(001)

Eq. (5) of the previous section provides the conceptual
background for the analysis of the atomic relaxations of the
cobalt atoms within the nano-islands. As previously discussed
homogeneity of the sample is an important issue. This
requirement is perfectly met in the present case where a sub-
monolayer amount of cobalt atoms was deposited on a clean
Cu(001) surface at a substrate temperature of 170 K. The low
temperature was chosen to avoid intermixing as far as possible
and to avoid any coalescence of cobalt islands as theory
predicts an inverse correlation between island size and misfit
induced atomic relaxations [36].

Intermixing was reported to set in at 320 K [162] which in
STM images can be detected by the bimodal island size
distribution of the growing islands [163]. We rather determine
a Poisson like island size distribution which according to
nucleation theory is indicative for the absence of intermixing
[164,165].

Fig. 26(a) shows a 15� 15 nm2 constant current STM image of
0.3 monolayers (ML) of cobalt deposited at 170 K. On the Cu
(001) surface one ML corresponds to 1:53� 1015 atoms=cm2.
The islands are of monoatomic height, isometric in shape and
randomly distributed. Fig. 26(b) shows a map of the unrelaxed
cobalt atomic positions (black dots) within the 10� 10 nm2 sized
white frame in (a) which were obtained by placing a square mash
of copper unit cell size (2.56� 2.56 Å2) onto the frame. It can be
seen that most islands contain 10�20 atoms, only some are larger
with up to 40 atoms. This is in good agreement with the results of
an earlier SXRD profile analysis of 0.5 ML room temperature
deposited cobalt on Cu(001) where an island size of 24 Å was
found [166].

The unrelaxed (hollow site) positions of 431 cobalt atoms
within the islands shown in Fig. 26(b) were used as the basis
Fig. 26. (a) Constant current 15� 15 nm2 STM image (U¼0.5 V, I¼2.0 nA)
of 0.3 ML cobalt deposited on Cu(001) at 170 K. (b) Positions of cobalt atoms
derived by placing a 2.56� 2.56 Å2 mesh on the within the white frame
(10� 10 nm2). The unrelaxed positions with cobalt in fourfold hollow sites
where used as basis for the molecular dynamic calculations to derive the
relaxed positions. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [61].
for molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. The result of the
MD calculation is presented in Fig. 27.
Misfit induced relaxations involving a contraction of the

interatomic cobalt distances involve a shift of cobalt atoms out
of the unrelaxed hollow sites. The position of all 431 cobalt
atoms relative to the hollow site in the center (x¼y¼0) is
shown in Fig. 27(a). Fig. 27 (b) shows the distribution of the
shifts projected to the [110] direction together with a super-
imposed Gaussian distribution function. It is characterized by a
root mean squared (rms) width of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〈u2〉

p
¼ 0:18 Å correspond-

ing to a Debye parameter of B¼ 2:56 Å
2
using the relation

B¼ 8π2〈u2〉. This value is almost an order of magnitude larger
than bulk thermal disorder at T ¼170 K ðB� 0:3 Å

2Þ. In
summary, the misfit induced relaxations emerge in a large
static disorder of the adsorbate atoms which modifies the
intensity scattered by the ad-layer and forms the basis of the
SXRD experiments.
Following this approach and taking into account that the

average adsorption site is the hollow site in the center of the
unit cell (x¼y¼1/2) Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

jFCTRj2 ¼
��� f Cu
1�e� iπðhþ kþℓÞ þθCof Co eiπðhþ kÞ � ei2πℓ z � e�B�q2=4

���
2
;

ð6Þ
where q represents the magnitude of the scattering vector and for
the adsorbate the Debye–Waller like damping factor is added
containing the Debye parameter B (note that for simplicity we have
not included the damping factors for the substrate, which are
considerably smaller). The experiments require high precision of
the data collection since the effect of the static disorder is small and
several additional parameters (e.g. z-position of the cobalt atoms,
the first copper interlayer spacing and the B-factors of the first two
copper layers) need to be refined simultaneously. The effect of the
static disorder on the scattering amplitude can be estimated as
follows: at the (1 0 0) anti-phase condition where the surface
sensitivity is at a maximum, the magnitude of the scattering vector
is equal to q¼ 0:39 Å

�1
. Using

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〈u2〉

p
¼ 0:18 Å (B¼2.56 Å2)

from the MD-calculations, one obtains Tðq¼ 0:39 Å
�1Þ ¼ 0:90,

i.e. the static displacement reduces the structure factor amplitude of
the ad-layer by about 10% relative to that of the ordered structure.
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Experiments were carried out at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France) and at the
Advanced Photon Source (APS) in Argonne (IL, USA). Fig. 28
shows the CTRs for 0.3 ML cobalt on Cu(001). Experimental
structure factor amplitudes ðjFCTRjp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Iobs

p Þ which are repre-
sented by symbols were obtained from integrated intensities
ðIobsÞ and corrected for instrumental parameters as discussed in
Refs. [167,168]. In general, uncertainties are calculated by the
quadrature sum of the statistical and the systematic error, the
latter being estimated by the equivalence of symmetry equiva-
lent reflections (for details see Ref. [156]).

Lines in Fig. 28 correspond to calculated structure factor
amplitudes ðjFcalcjÞ along several CTRs. In general, between
the bulk Bragg reflections (condition: hþkþℓ¼ 2n) the CTRs
are characterized by the U-shape like profile (in log-scale). The
black dotted line represents jFcalcj for the uncovered Cu(001)
surface. Secondly, the dashed line corresponds to jFcalcj
assuming 0.3 ML of cobalt to reside in hollow sites without
static disorder. Close inspection indicates that especially near
the anti-phase condition and at higher magnitudes of the
scattering vector [see e.g. rods (31), (32), (33)] a significant
deviation between jFcalcj and jFCTRj is observed. It is related to
the (too strong) ad-layer contribution which at the anti-phase
condition is given by the second summand on the right hand
side of Eq. (5): jFcalcj ¼ j1=2 � f Cu�θCo � f Coj. This disagree-
ment is removed by allowing for the Debye–Waller like
damping of the adsorbate scattering amplitude by multiplying
with the factor TðqÞ ¼ e�B�q2=4. For the accurate determination
of B the precise calibration of the cobalt coverage ðf CoÞ is
mandatory as outlined in Refs. [61,152].

Fig. 29 summarizes the Debye parameters for samples
covered by cobalt in the 0.1–0.4 ML thickness range. B-factors
were obtained by fitting the calculated structure factor ampli-
tudes to the experimental ones [61,152]. Large values between
1.5 and 3.2 Å2 were found which agree well with B� 2:6 Å

2

derived from the MD calculations (see horizontal dashed line).
Solid (red) lines in Fig. 28 correspond to the best fit

obtained by this model. The fit quality is quantified by the
un-weighted residual (Ru) or by the goodness of fit ðGOFÞ
parameter [169]. While Ru ¼∑ðjjFobsj�jFcalcjjÞ=∑jFobsj is
the normalized average relative deviation between jFcalcj and
jFobsj the GOF takes into account the experimental uncertain-
ties and the difference between the number of data-points and
parameters. Excellent fits were obtained with Ru � 4–6% and
GOF� 1:0, the latter indicating that the deviation between
jFcalcj and jFobsj is within one standard deviation.
It should be noted that without temperature dependent

measurements static and thermal disorder cannot be separated.
In consequence, the B-factors in Fig. 29 represent both, static
and dynamic disorder. However, at T¼170 K even for atoms
located at a crystal surface dynamic disorder related to thermal
vibrations is at least half an order of magnitude smaller than
the static disorder. For instance, the B-factors for the upper-
most copper layers are equal to 0.47 and 0.81 Å2 [61,170].
In summary, the structure model taking into account the

large static disorder provides compelling quantitative evidence
for the presence of atomic relaxations as predicted by the MD
calculations for a mesoscopically misfitted ad-layer.
4.3. Mesoscopic misfit effect on the structure in the surfactant
system Fe/O/Fe(001)-p(1� 1)

Atomic relaxations induced by mesoscopic misfit is a quite
general phenomenon and the previous section has dealt with a
simple hetero-epitaxial system where a metallic species
(cobalt) was deposited on a metal substrate (copper). In this
section we go one step further by studying a system in which a
nonmetallic adsorbate is involved in a homo-epitaxial system,
namely oxygen located on Fe nano-islands on Fe(001).
Oxygen deposited on iron surfaces is well known to serve as
a surfactant [171,172], as it promotes layer-by-layer growth of
subsequently deposited iron. Moreover, the adsorption system
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O/Fe(001) is widely investigated due to its intriguing magnetic
properties. Already in 1985 Huang et al. [173] discussed the
correlation between the oxygen induced expansion of the top
iron interlayer spacing ðΔd12=d12 � 16%Þ [46,174–177] with
the enhancement of the surface iron magnetic moment. In the
following years experimental and theoretical studies followed
focusing on the enhanced magnetic moment and the increased
exchange splitting [178–182], also aiming to employ oxygen
covered Fe(001) as a spin analyzer. [183].

An ordered structure of oxygen on Fe(001) is easily prepared
by dosing several Langmuirs ðL; 1L¼ 10�6 Torr s¼ 1:33�
10�6 mbar sÞ of oxygen on the atomically clean iron surface
[184] followed by annealing up to 500 1C [174,177,182].
Subsequent iron deposition follows the layer-by-layer growth
mode calibrated by the oscillatory intensity variation of SXRD
reflections collected at the anti-phase position along a CTR
[177,181].

Iron nano-islands of about 2 nm in diameter and of
monoatomic height are observed by STM after stopping the
iron deposition at approximately 0.5 ML coverage. The atomic
structure of these nano-islands was analyzed using SXRD by
collecting the integrated reflection intensities along 16 crystal
truncation rods reducing to eight by symmetry equivalence on
the basis of the p 4mm plane group symmetry [46]. The rapid
collection of such a huge data set consisting of approximately
300 independent reflections was achieved by using a two-
dimensional pixel detector [185]. It also greatly improves the
accuracy of the data collection. This is reflected by the
equivalence of symmetry related reflections in the range
between 2 and 4%.
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geometry, the rim/island structure is related to the part of the surface which
is covered by deposited iron forming nano-sized islands with oxygen atoms
on top. Numbers indicate distances in Å. (b) Constant current image of iron
nano-islands. (c) Profile along the line in (a). Adapted with permission from
Ref. [46].
Fig. 30(a) shows a schematic model of the surface atomic
structure of 0.5 ML Fe on O=Feð001Þ–pð1� 1Þ. In correspon-
dence with the constant current STM image (U¼�0.6 V,
I¼100 pA) shown in (b), the surface can be separated into two
equal fractions, namely the part of the remaining terrace
labelled by “terrace” (left) and the part covered by monoatomic
iron nano-islands with a diameter of approximately 20 Å
labelled by “rim/island” (right). A height profile along the line
in Fig. 30(b) is shown in Fig. 30(c).
On the terrace (t), oxygen atoms labelled by Ot are located in

fourfold hollow sites at a vertical distance of d? ¼ 0:42710 Å
above iron atoms labelled Fet. The first interlayer spacing
between Fet and Feb (where b stands for “bulk”) equals to
d12 ¼ 1:6270:02 Å corresponding to a 13% expansion relative
to the bulk spacing of 1.43 Å. Within the experimental
uncertainty these parameters are in good agreement with the
SXRD structure analysis of the O=Feð001Þ–pð1� 1Þ surface by
Parihar et al. ðd? ¼ 0:4870:08 Å; d12 ¼ 1:6670:02 ÅÞ
[177].
The adsorption geometry is significantly different within the

rim/island (r) part of the surface with atoms Or and Fer. Here,
the adsorption height is 60% larger ðd? ¼ 0:69710 ÅÞ
whereas the Fe interlayer ðFer–FetÞ spacing is bulk like
(1.43 Å) and the second one (Fet–Feb) is enhanced. These
modifications of the adsorption geometry are a consequence of
the island size in the nanometer range.
A proof that a size effect plays a major role in the modification

of the oxygen adsorption geometry is provided by constant current
STM image in Fig. 31 reproduced from Ref. [46]. It shows two Fe
nano-islands with an approximate diameter of 2 and 4 nm. In the
case of the large island two regions are observed: (i) the terrace
structure in the interior and (ii) an enhanced contrast and a loss of
atomic resolution at the “rim” of the island (width � 1 nm)
corresponding to an apparent elevation of 0.75 Å relative to the
inner part of the island whose structure is equivalent to that of a
O=Feð001Þ–pð1� 1Þ terrace. The small island is composed of the
“rim” like structure only. The height profile along the line indicates
that the small island and the rim structure of the large island exhibit
the same apparent height of � 2 Å relative to the level of the lower
terrace. It can be concluded that their structure is at least very
similar. Structural modifications as discussed above are limited to
the rim region about 1 nm in width and in consequence, when the
island size becomes smaller than � 2 nm the structure of the
whole island adopts the rim/island like structure sketched in Fig. 30
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I¼100 pA) images of two Fe islands (⊘� 20 and 35 Å) [46]. The inset shows
the apparent height profile along the line.
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(a). The STM image in Fig. 31(b) shows that under the
experimental condition the SXRD experiments have been carried
out the island size is in the � 2 nm range only.

The SXRD analysis of the surface structure is highly
accurate. For instance, symbols in Fig. 32(a and b) represent
two high order CTRs (2 1 ℓ) and (3 1 ℓ) for the
O=Feð001Þ–pð1� 1Þ surface before (green) and after (blue)
dosing of 0.5 ML of iron (symbols). Calculated CTRs corre-
sponding to the pure O=Feð001Þ–pð1� 1Þ terrace structure
(green) and the model shown in Fig. 30(a) (blue) are represented
by the solid lines. They closely follow the experimental ones
indicating an excellent fit quality (Ru � 4:5%, GOF� 1:2).
Calculated structure factor amplitudes along the rods for
different models do not fit the experimental ones. For instance,
the red line represents jFcalcj assuming a hypothetical pure rim/
island structure, for which strong deviations from the jFobsj are
observed corresponding to Ru � 10% and GOF¼2.4.

Estimates for the uncertainty of the structural parameters are
obtained from contour plots of the GOF versus the vertical
adsorption heights of the oxygen atoms above the iron layer
½dðOr�FerÞ; dðOt�FetÞ� and the first iron interlayer spacings
½dðFer�FetÞ; dðFet�FebÞ� for the terrace and rim/island struc-
ture, respectively. They are shown in Fig. 32(c) and (d).
Allowing for a 10% increase of the GOF relative to the minima
marked by crosses (see labels in Fig. 32) uncertainties of
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line). (c and b) Contour plots of the goodness of fit versus the oxygen
adsorption heights and the first Fe–Fe interlayer spacings for the terrace and the
island structure. The cross marks the minimum at GOF� 1:2. The contour
level spacing is indicated. Based on data from Ref. [46].
approximately 7 0.10 Å and 0.03 Å are derived for the
oxygen/iron and iron/iron distances, respectively [169].
The experimental structure parameters were confirmed by ab

initio calculations carried out in the framework of the density
functional theory (DFT). The calculated structure parameters
for the terrace and the rim/island part of the structure are
outlined in Fig. 33 together with the magnetic moments in
Bohr magnetons (μ B). The model closely resembles the large
island in the STM image in Fig. 31 characterized by a terrace
structure in the center (Ot and Fet) and the rim with atoms Or

and Fer. The calculated distances are in very good agreement
with the experimental ones. For instance, at the rim of the
island the oxygen adsorption height is calculated to 0.67 Å
(experiment: 0.69 Å). Similarly, for the terrace region of the
island theory derives 0.44 Å versus 0.42 Å in the experiment.
The same applies for the first Fe–Fe distance which is
expanded to 1.63 Å (1.62 Å in experiment) in the terrace
region while it is bulk like (1.43 Å) at the rim. Direct
comparison with the height profile in Fig. 31 proves that the
STM contrast is primarily related to the atomic structure. For
instance, the profile indicates a maximum elevation of
approximately 2 Å between the rim of the island and the
lower terrace of the Fe(001) surface, while the SXRD analysis
and the calculation finds approximately 2.1 Å.
The calculation of the local magnetic moments allows a

deeper insight into the surface magnetic properties. Previous
studies using second harmonic generation (SHG) [181] and
spin polarized metastable de-excitation spectroscopy (SPDMS)
[178] have reported an oscillatory behavior of the surface
magnetic moment versus iron coverage. Layer-by-layer growth
of iron periodically modifies the surface structure from one
extreme (full monolayer), where only the terrace structure is
present to the other where the number of islands is at a
maximum right before coalescence just as shown in Fig. 30.
After completion of a monolayer the pure terrace structure is
present and the surface magnetic moment (m) is expected to be
at a maximum, since for Fet the calculations find m¼3.21 μB.
On the other hand the presence of a large number of islands
(� 50% of the surface) reduces the average surface magnetic
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moment due to the presence of a large fraction of rim/island
atoms Fer which have a lower magnetic moment of m¼2.85
μB only. On average this leads to a reduction of about 6% of
the surface magnetic signal [46,181]. The structure analysis
allows the conclusion that it is the finite size driven modifica-
tion of the adsorption geometry is responsible for the variation
of the surface magnetic properties.

5. Experimental confirmation of mesoscopic mismatch II:
surface extended x-ray absorption fine structure

5.1. Historical background and theory

This section briefly outlines the fundamentals of the
extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) technique
as far as necessary for the understanding of the analysis of
mesoscopic misfit in Co/Cu(001). For further reading the
reader is referred to excellent textbooks [186–188].

The EXAFS phenomenon, i.e. the oscillatory modulation of
the energy-dependent linear absorption coefficient μðEÞ rela-
tive to the smoothly varying background ½μ0ðEÞ� is observed in
the energy range several hundred electronvolt past an absorp-
tion edge (at energy E0). This is schematically shown in
Fig. 34. The fine structure above an absorption edge is known
since almost a century. The first observations were made by
Fricke [189] and by Hertz [190] and theoretically interpreted
by de Kronig [191] involving a long range order theory. It took
until the early 1970s of the last century to formulate a correct
theory of EXAFS in terms of a short range order [192]: it also
established a path for the analysis using the Fourier Transfor-
mation (FT) of the χðkÞ function which is defined as
χðkÞ ¼ ½μðEÞ�μ0ðEÞ�=μ0ðEÞ, where k represents the wavenum-
ber of the electron at an energy E above E0 according to the

relation: k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mðE�E0Þ=ℏ2

q
.

The function χðkÞ contains contributions from different
neighbor shells (indexed by i) according to the general EXAFS
formula:

χ kð Þ ¼∑
i

S20N
n
i FiðkÞ
kR2

i

eð�2k2σ2i Þeð�2Ri=λiÞ sin 2kRiþδi kð Þ½ �; ð7Þ
7600 7800 84008000 8200
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Fig. 34. Linear absorption coefficient μðEÞ of measured in the vicinity of the
Co–K edge ðE0 ¼ 7709 eVÞ in the transmission mode. Above the absorption
edge an oscillatory modulation of μðEÞ relative to the smoothly varying
background ðμ0ðEÞÞ appears which is referred to as the extended x-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS). For details see text.
with backscattering amplitude Fi(k), mean-free-path (λi) and
phase shift ½δiðkÞ�. The parameter S20 describes the effect of the
relaxation of the ðN�1Þ ‘passive’ electrons on the EXAFS
amplitude after the photoelectron is emitted [188,193]. The
remaining parameters, Nn

i (effective coordination number), Ri

(distance), and σ2i (mean-square-relative-displacement) are
available to be fit.
In the case of K-shell EXAFS (angular momentum ℓ=0) Nn

i
depends on the angle (αij) between the electric field vector ð E!Þ
and the interatomic vector R

!
between absorber and back-

scattering atom according to

Nn

i ¼ 3 ∑
N

j¼1
cos 2ðαijÞ; ð8Þ

where the summation extends over all atoms j of the ith shell.
Absorption from an L2;3 edge (angular momentum ℓ=1) leads
to a more complicated polarization dependence as discussed by
Citrin [194].
As an example for the application of the polarization

dependence, Fig. 35 schematically shows the idealized model
of a cobalt nano-island on copper. Co-atoms shown as dark
spheres reside in hollow sites of the Cu(001) surface atoms
(light spheres) [129]. In this geometry the distances between
Co-atoms ðRCoÞ and between Co and Cu atoms ðRCuÞ are
almost identical at 2.553 Å as was shown in a LEED study by
Cerda et al. [134]. Owing to the mesoscopic misfit effect, RCo

is expected to shrink by about 0.05–0.10 Å. The resulting two
slightly different distances, RCo � 2:4 Å and RCu � 2:5 Å can-
not be directly resolved by the EXAFS analysis owing to the
limited k range of the EXAFS spectrum. A beat pattern in the
χðkÞ function is expected according to the relation
ΔR� π=ð2ΔkÞ. Assuming ΔR¼ 0:1 Å, the necessary k-range
is calculated to Δk¼ 15:1 Å

�1
which is outside the experi-

mentally accessible range of Δk � 12 Å
�1
.

Despite this limitation the unambiguous separation of the
two shells (i¼Co, Cu) is possible by taking advantage of the
polarization dependence of the effective coordination number
ðNn

i Þ according to Eq. (9). Two limiting cases are used: (i)
orientation of the electric field vector perpendicular to the
surface plane ð E!?Þ and (ii) orientation of the electric field
vector parallel to the surface plane ð E!J Þ.
Under the condition E

!
? , the nearest neighbor cobalt shell

which is aligned in-plane relative to the each absorbing cobalt
atom does not contribute to the EXAFS amplitude since
α¼901 leading to Nn

Co ¼ 0. By contrast for E
!

J neighboring
E
E

Co
Cu

[ 0
01

]

[110]
RCuRCu

RCoRCo

Fig. 35. Idealized model of a cobalt nanostructure on Cu(001). Cu and Co
atoms are represented by bright and dark spheres, respectively. Vectors
labelled by R

!
Co and R

!
Cu indicate the interatomic vectors between surface

Co atoms (in-plane component only) and between Co atoms and Cu atoms (out
of plane). Although their magnitudes differ only by at most 0.1 Å, the
scattering contribution can be separated by taking advantage of the polarization
dependence of the EXAFS amplitude (see text and Ref. [129]).
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different peak positions for 0.3 ML ðE J Þ. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Co atoms do contribute. Under this condition the effective
coordination number varies from Nn

Co ¼ 3 for an atom at the
rim of the island to Nn

Co ¼ 6 for an atom inside the nano-island
[129]. The EXAFS analysis yields an average effective
coordination number N

n

Co. For square islands with n2 Co
atoms N

n

Co is shown in Fig. 36. For a typical nano-island of
approximately 1 nm in diameter corresponding to about
4� 4¼ 16 atoms, the average effective coordination number
is equal to N

n

Co ¼ 4:5. It is significantly smaller than the limit
N

n

Co ¼ 6:0 for an infinitely large island (see dashed line in
Fig. 36). In detail, the size-dependent average effective
coordination number depends on the shape of the islands.
However, as long as the island shape is not extremely
anisotropic the approximation by a square island is a reason-
ably good one to estimate the island size from N

n

Co.
In summary, the polarization dependence of the effective

coordination number allows the disentanglement of the con-
tributions of the two nearby shells by using the following
analysis strategy: (i) analysis of the EXAFS spectra collected
in E

!
? geometry to derive RCu and Nn

Cu followed by (ii) the
analysis of the EXAFS measured in the E

!
J geometry to

derive RCo and N
n

Co while RCu and Nn
Cu are kept fixed.

Differences between the EXAFS spectra collected for E?
and E J are already directly observable in the χðkÞ function.
5.2. Experiment and data analysis

The EXAFS measurements were carried out at T � 160 K
after depositing 0.3 and 0.7 ML cobalt at 160 K (labelled by
“LT”). The modulation of the linear absorption coefficient
μðEÞ from which the k2-weighted interference function is
derived was measured in the fluorescence yield (FY) mode
using a Ge(Li) solid state detector. The interference function of
the reference bulk copper and cobalt samples were collected in
the transmission mode [129].

Fig. 37 compares the different interference functions χðkÞ �
k2 directly showing a polarization dependence. The spectrum

collected for the 0.3 ML sample in the E
!

? geometry
resembles in several features that of the copper foil (upper panel),

especially in the range at k¼5.8 and 7:4 Å
�1

(see arrows), where
a distinct shoulder is observed. This is much less pronounced in
the spectra collected in the E J geometry. One measurement was
carried out at room temperature (295 K) after it was prepared by
0.7 ML deposition followed by annealing to 370 K. It is labelled
by 0.7 ML E J (295 K) and served as a test for the temperature
induced coalescence of the islands and for the detection of
possible anharmonic contributions to the pair distribution func-
tion, which would manifest themselves by an apparent reduction
of the distances upon increasing temperature [153], which
however was not detected.
The data analysis proceeds by calculating the FT of χðkÞ �

k2 function, which was carried out by integrating from
kmin ¼ 2:85 Å

�1
to kmax ¼ 11:75 Å

�1
. The FT's are shown in

Fig. 38 for the samples measured at 170 K only.
Close inspection of the peak positions shows that the peak

position of the FT of the 0.3 ML sample measured in E
!

?
geometry (black) is located at a larger R value as compared to
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that of the 0.3 ML and the 0.7 ML E
!

J sample. Furthermore,
the latter are characterized by an asymmetric line shape at the
high-R side of the peak. At this point of the analysis the data
analysis strategy outlined previously during the discussion of
the polarization dependence of the effective coordination
number becomes evident: the FT of the 0.3 ML ð E!?Þ
spectrum is related to only one (copper) shell, while the
spectra related to the E

!
J geometry originate from two nearby

shells (cobalt and copper). Finally, from the considerably
larger amplitude of the 0.7 ML ð E!J Þ FT it can be concluded
that the effective coordination number for this sample is higher
than that of the 0.3 ML sample, which is attributed to the larger
island size of the 0.7 ML sample.

The quantitative analysis is carried out in R-space by fitting
the FT's. The fit uses model amplitude functions ½FðkÞ� and
phases derived from the FEFF7 program [195] which are
implemented in the WinXAS program [196]. One example is
shown in Fig. 39 for the 0.3 ML sample measured in E

!
?

geometry. The solid black curve represents the experimental
(magnitude of the) FT, while the red curves correspond to the
calculated FT, and its imaginary part Im[FT], the latter being
highlighted by symbols. The k-range for the fit was selected to
lie in the range between 1.6 and 2:7 Å

�1
avoiding contributions

from higher shells.
It can be seen that the experimental and calculated FT nearly

overlap. The fit quality is quantified by the un-weighted
residual (Ru) which is defined as Ru ¼∑½ðYobs�YcalcÞ�=
∑Yobs, where Yobs and Ycalc correspond to the experimental
and calculated values of the FT, respectively, and the summation
runs over all points within the selected k-range. In summary, two
remarkable results were obtained: firstly, there is unambiguous
evidence for the reduction of the interatomic cobalt distance from
RCo ¼ 2:51 Å in the bulk to RCo ¼ 2:4570:02 Å in the nano-
island. Secondly, the effective (average) coordination number is
reduced from N

n

Co ¼ 6:0 (for an infinitely large island) to
N

n

Co ¼ 3:2. These results are in good agreement with theoretical
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Fig. 39. Experimental (black) and fitted (red) FT magnitude for the 0.3 ML
ðE? Þ sample together with its imaginary part of the calculated FT (inverted).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [129]. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web
version of this paper.)
predictions and can be viewed as a direct proofs for the
mesoscopic misfit induced structural relaxations.
Estimates of the uncertainty lie in the range of

ΔRCo ¼ 0:02 Å for RCo and ΔNn ¼ 0:05–0:07. In Fig. 40 Ru

is plotted versus RCo and N
n

Co. The white cross indicates the
global minimum at RCo ¼ 2:45 Å and N

n

Co ¼ 3:2. Allowance
for an increase of Ru in the 10–20% range leads to the
estimated uncertainties for RCo and N

n

Co.

5.3. Summary of the results

The previous sections have shortly outlined the most
important concepts of the EXAFS data analysis applied to
the verification of the mesoscopic misfit induced bond distance
contraction. This section summarizes the results by comparison
between experimental results and theoretical predictions.
Table 1 provides an overview. Only the main structural
parameters are listed, for more details we refer to Ref. [129].
As a reference copper and cobalt foils were used. Known

parameters for crystalline copper and cobalt are listed in the
first and third rows. Experimentally obtained distances (second
and fourth rows) are very close to the expected ones. The
coordination numbers are kept fixed at N

n ¼ 12 (as indicated
by the brackets). The second panel lists the parameters related
to three model islands of different sizes for both, the E

!
? and

the E
!

J geometry. Distances RCu and RCo correspond to the
fourfold hollow adsorption site geometry according to the
LEED analysis of Cerda et al. [134]. The lower two panels list
the fit results for the ultra thin film samples.
For the E

!
? ) geometry probing only the nearest copper

shell, RCu ¼ 2:544 Å and Nn
Cu ¼ 7:371:0 was found. The

latter comes unexpected since it is larger than the maximum
of Nn

Cu ¼ 6:0 for the model structures in E
!

? geometry (see
second panel). The increase of Nn

Cu is attributed to intermixing
ð � 20%Þ in which cobalt atoms are embedded into the copper
substrate thereby increasing the effective coordination number
to 12 [129]. In the following the structure parameters RCu) and



Table 1
Summary of the results of the EXAFS analysis. Only structural parameters (R –

interatomic distance, Nn
– effective coordination number) are listed. Subscripts

“Co” and “Cu” correspond to coordination shells composed of cobalt and
copper atoms, respectively. Parameters for bulk copper and cobalt used as
references are listed in the upper panel. The center panel lists theoretical values
for idealized model islands of different size. The lower panel lists all results
obtained for the ultra thin film samples. Parameters in brackets were kept fixed.
Symbols ðJ Þ and ð?Þ refer to experimental geometry with the electric field
vector parallel or perpendicular to the surface plane, respectively. Experiments
were carried out at room temperature (RT) and 160 K (LT).

Sample Nn
Cu RCu ðÅÞ Nn

Co RCo ðÅÞ

Cu cryst. RT 12 2.556
Cufoil RT [12] 2.54 (5)
Co cryst. RT 12 2.507
Cofoil RT [12] 2.493 (5)

1 lay RT 6ð? Þ 2.553 6:0ð J Þ 2.554

4� 4 isl RT 4:5ð J Þ

6� 6 isl RT 3ð J Þ 5:0ð J Þ

0.3ML LT E? 7.3 (1.0) 2.544 (10)

0.3ML LT E J 3.2 (5) 2.45(2)
0.7ML LT E J [4.95] [2.544] 5.0 (7) 2.46 (2)
0.7ML RT E J 5.5 (5) 2.46 (2)
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Nn
Cu are kept fixed for the analysis of the data collected under

E
!

J geometry. It should be mentioned that Nn
Cu has to be

recalculated when changing from E
!

? (7.3) to E
!

J (4.95).
Structure parameters of the cobalt shell are listed on the right

of the lowest panel for three samples. They indicate the
reduced interatomic cobalt distances and coordination number
characteristic for the mesoscopically misfitted islands. While
RCo does not depend on the cobalt coverage, the effective
coordination number increases from 3.2 for the 0.3 ML sample
to 5.0–5.5 for the 0.7 ML samples. Simply this can be
attributed to an increased island size resulting from coales-
cence [129].
6. Experimental evidence for mesoscopic mismatch III:
monolayer-stress oscillations in hetero-epitaxy

The epitaxial growth of a film on a substrate leads in general
to an epitaxial misfit η, which is defined as the difference
between the nearest neighbor atomic distances in the substrate
as and film af , where the respective value of the film bulk
material serves as the reference, η¼ ðas�afÞ=af . This epitaxial
misfit gives rise to a biaxial stress τ in the film, which is
calculated as τ¼ ðY f=ð1�νfÞÞη for isotropic strain with the
Young module Y and the Poisson ratio ν. The biaxial modulus
of the film needs to be calculated for the given epitaxial
orientation. For a cubic (001) film it is given by
Y=ð1�νÞ ¼ 1=ðs11�s12Þ, where the sij are the elastic com-
pliances of the bulk film material [10,138,197,198].

One might rightfully wonder whether the application of bulk
elastic properties to describe film stress in the monolayer
regime is physically sound. Our empirical observation of a
favorable agreement between calculated and measured film
stress, for a description of the respective experiment see
Section 6.1 below, indicates that bulk elasticity is indeed a
viable reference in the monolayer range for films thicker than
1–2 layers for a wide selection of film–substrate composites.
In thinner films, the film-induced surface stress change of the
substrate material may contribute significantly to the measured
stress [136,198–201], and this complicates a clear cut discus-
sion of film stress in terms of epitaxial misfit. Also, intermix-
ing at the film substrate interface and surface alloy formation
may contribute to the measured stress change in some cases
[77,202]. In cases where the epitaxial misfit is of order 10%,
the epitaxial order might change from a pseudomorphic growth
to a growth characterized by structural relaxation already in the
second layer. A prototypical example is the growth of Fe on W
(110). Here, the resulting effective misfit in films thicker than
two layers is considerably reduced [73,203]. In cases where the
film material can grow in different modifications, e.g. fcc-Fe
and bcc-Fe, it is a priori not clear, which modification the
stress curve varies, and this apparent should be taken as the
film reference state. Here, quantitative stress measurements can
resolve any ambiguity [204]. In conclusion, film stress can be
reliable calculated in a few layer thin film of a definite epitaxial
order. In the single monolayer regime surface stress changes
and intermixing may have to be considered also.
To appreciate the magnitude of epitaxial misfit stress we

point out that the biaxial modulus of metallic systems is of
order of 100–200 GPa, and thus already a misfit strain of the
order of 1% induces a stress of order several GPa. This is an
remarkably large value, which marks the elasticity limit of any
bulk material. However, in epitaxial monolayers stress of this
and larger magnitude are measured, as discussed below. The
corresponding elastic energy scales quadratically with lattice
strain [10], f elast ¼ Yη2=ð1�νÞ, and it can be as large as 0.1 eV
per atom. This is a significant contribution to the total energy
of the system. It is 3–5 orders of magnitude larger than the
magnetic anisotropy energy density, and 1–2 orders of
magnitude smaller than typical bonding energies.
A stress of this magnitude leads to sizable atomic displace-

ments at the boundary of nanostructures, such as epitaxial
island at incomplete layer coverage. As a consequence of
uncompensated forces at the island boundaries, film atoms are
shifted out of the pseudomorphic positions, substrate atoms are
dragged along, and a complicated 3D-structural distortion
evolves [36,41,43,61,130,205]. Its spatial extent is of the order
of several nm. Thus, in nm small islands, this structural
relaxation may be dominant for the resulting atomic structure
and the physical properties, such as stress and electronic
structure. In Section 6.2 below we present stress measurements
which clearly show the resulting variation of film stress with a
monolayer period, where film stress is reduced for islands at
partial layer filling. In general, a spatial variation of the
electronic structure within a single island evolves, and this
aspect and its implication for the spin-dependent electronic
structure and magnetism of Co bilayer islands have been
discussed above in Sections 3.7 and 3.8.



Fig. 41. Schematic of the optical stress measurement setup. The sample holder
(1) is located inside of the ultrahigh vacuum chamber, and it clamps a 12 mm
long, 2.5 mm wide, 0.1 mm thin single crystal substrate (2) along its width at
the top end. The film (3) is deposited onto the front surface, whereas the
backside remains pristine. Film stress induces a curvature with a typical radius
of curvature R� 1 km for a monolayer coverage, and the bottom end of the
crystal deflects by about 1 nm. This curvature is detected by reflecting two
laser beams, which are produced by a laser diode (4) and a beamsplitter (5) and
directed to the sample with two mirrors (6), onto two position sensitive
detectors (8). The detectors are split photodiodes, as shown in the inset, and the
laser spot deflection is given by the signal ðA�BÞ=ðAþBÞ. The detectors are
mounted onto a piezo translational stage (7), to calibrate the deflection signal
with a calibrated detector movement. The optical deflection setup is mounted
outside of the vacuum chamber, and bolted directly to a window flange at a
distance lPD � 280 mm from the substrate. See Ref. [211] for further details.
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In the following we describe an optical deflection measure-
ment, which we use to measure stress during film growth from
the stress-induced curvature of a thin single crystalline
substrate.
6.1. Measurement of film stress with sub-monolayer sensitivity

The idea to measure stress in thin films from the stress-
induced curvature of a thin substrate has been first presented
by Stoney some 95 years ago [206]. The measurement of
adsorbate-induced surface stress and of film stress by the
crystal curvature technique, as schematically indicated in
Fig. 41, has developed ever since into a reliable source of
quantitative data on stress with an astonishingly high sensi-
tivity in the sub-monolayer coverage regime [10,135,201,207–
209]. The high sensitivity of the measurement scheme is
evident from its successful application also to the measurement
of magneto elastic stress in monolayers [10,68,209,210], where
the magnitude of stress is roughly three orders of magnitude
smaller as compared to stress due to epitaxial misfit in the
percent range.

The choice of substrates with a sufficiently large length-to-
width ratio of larger 3, and the proper treatment of elastic
anisotropy [212,213] ensures highly accurate measurements of
stress with an error bar in the low percent range. For the case
of biaxial stress as induced by a pseudomorphically strained
film on a single crystalline substrate the relation between
stress-induced curvature change Δ1=R and change of stress Δτ
is given by

Δτ ¼ Δ τf tfð Þ ¼ Yst2s
6ð1�νsÞ

Δ 1=R
� �

; ð9Þ

where the subscripts f and s indicate film and substrate
properties, respectively. The film thickness is given by tf , the
substrate thickness by ts. The change of curvature Δð1=RÞ is
obtained from the respective change of the position signals
Δpos at the two position sensitive detectors

Δ 1=R
� � ¼ Δpostop�Δposbottom

2lPDlSpot
; ð10Þ

where the laser beam separation on the film surface is given by
lSpot, as indicated in Fig. 41.
A constant film stress induces a curvature, which increases

in proportion to the film thickness. Thus, the slope of the
curvature as a function of film thickness gives the film stress
τf . In the following we show that the slope of the stress curve
is not constant. Rather, we observe a monolayer oscillation
around an average film stress, which is given by the epitaxial
misfit. The stress is maximal for filled layers.
6.2. Stress oscillations with monolayer periodicity in Co
layers on Cu(001)

The growth of Co on Cu(001) has been intensively studied,
and it can be viewed as an ideal representation of layer-by-
layer growth above 2 ML deposition [30,214,215].
Epitaxial growth of Co on Cu(001) at 300 K follows the

layer-by-layer mode by island nucleation on terraces of the
substrate, where the islands grow in lateral size until they
coalesce, and the growing layer is filled. Ongoing deposition
may lead to the same processes in the next layer. Thus, as a
function of film deposition, the surface morphology changes
periodically from flat (clean substrate or filled layer) to rough
(partial layer filling) to flat (completed layer) again with a
monolayer period. This periodic variation of the film rough-
ness can be imaged directly by STM, and it can be followed
in situ by reflecting an electron beam under grazing incidence
from the surface, a technique known as medium energy
electron diffraction (MEED) and reflection high energy elec-
tron diffraction (RHEED), depending on the electron energy
[216]. A high reflected intensity indicates a flat film, whereas a
rough surface leads to a reduced intensity.
The epitaxial misfit between fcc-Co (afcc�Co ¼ 3:548 Å

[134]) and Cu ðaCu ¼ 3:615 ÅÞ of þ1.7% gives rise to a
tensile stress in the Co film. Thus, the atoms in the Co film
adopt a larger Co–Co bond length as compared to the fcc-Co
reference state. Diffraction experiments [30,129] confirm that
complete layers of Co grow in pseudomorphic positions on the
Cu(001) substrate, and the expectation of an epitaxial misfit
induced tensile film stress is well justified. However, for
incomplete layer filling non-pseudomorphic Co sites have
been identified [61], and they are ascribed to structural
relaxation within nm small Co islands. This structural relaxa-
tion leads to a smaller stress in the islands, as discussed below.
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The combination of stress measurement by the curvature
technique with electron reflection under grazing incidence is of
paramount importance to reliably correlate stress and layer
filling. Corresponding experiments have been performed before
for semiconductor growth of III–V compounds [217], and we
applied the technique to metal-on-metal epitaxy of monolayers
[128,136,197,201,202]. The top panel of Fig. 42 shows a
schematic of the experiment, where we use the in-line arrange-
ment of an Auger electron spectrometer (AES) and a low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) screen of the ultrahigh vacuum
chamber as electron gun and electron detector, respectively.

The stress measurement in the top panel of Fig. 42 shows a
positive stress change upon Co deposition. The quantitative
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Fig. 42. Simultaneous stress and MEED measurements identify monolayer
stress oscillations in Co layers, during deposition on Cu(001) at 300 K. The top
schematic indicates the combination of the two beam curvature measurement,
detailed in Fig. 41, with an in situ measurement of the sample roughness by
reflecting a medium energy electron beam (3 keV) from an Auger electron
spectrometer electron gun onto a LEED screen (MEED). The CCD camera
monitors the intensity of the reflected electron beam. The stress measurements
of the top panel exhibit tensile stress, which is ascribed to the epitaxial misfit.
The plot of the slope of the stress curve in the center panel identifies monolayer
stress oscillations. These stress oscillations are in phase with monolayer
oscillations of the MEED intensity.
analysis reveals an average stress increase per ML of þ0.6 N/
m (þ3.4 GPa). This stress agrees favorably with the calculated
misfit induced film stress of þ3.2 GPa, and this identifies
epitaxial misfit as the dominant source of film stress [197].
However, a closer look reveals that the slope of the stress
curve varies, which is apparent from the plot of the slope of the
stress curve in the center panel. Clear variations of the slope
with monolayer period are detected. The simultaneously taken
MEED intensity data shown in the bottom panel identify an in-
phase behavior of MEED and stress oscillations. The slope of
the stress is maximum for filled layers, and it is reduced for
incomplete layer filling.
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Fig. 43. (a) STM constant current image of 3.3 ML Co on Cu(001) [214]. The
STM image reveals monolayer high Co islands of the fourth layer on top of the
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Note that the Co islands have a small edge length of order 2–5 nm, where
edges are predominantly oriented along [110]. (b) Calculated Co–Co bond
length of a Co island (top panel) and the Co layer underneath (bottom panel)
[197]. The calculations reveal a bond length in the Co island smaller than that
expected for pseudomorphic growth, as indicated by all data points below the
Cu-bulk reference as a dashed line. The Co layer underneath shows a bond
length which varies with position.
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Fig. 44. Simultaneously measured stress (red curve, left scale) and MEED
intensity (blue curve, right scale) during the co-deposition of Fe and Mn onto
Cu(001) at 300 K [202]. The overall negative slope of the stress curve in films
thicker than 5 ML is ascribed dot to the compressive misfit between FeMn and
Cu(001). Both stress and MEED intensity show monolayer oscillations in films
thicker than 5 ML. Mn–Cu surface alloy formation and FeMn film formation
lead to a distinctly different stress and MEED behavior in the first and for 1–5
layers of deposition, respectively.
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We characterize the film morphology during film growth at
different coverages by STM [61,214]. An example is shown in
Fig. 43(a). We see that an incomplete layer filling at cover-
eages of 3.3 ML is linked to the growth of nm small monolayer
Co islands on the almost filled second layer. We can already
conclude that these small Co islands exert a much smaller
stress on the substrate as expected from the misfit argument.
But how is this possible?

The answer is given by the calculations presented in Fig. 43(b).
Our calculations reveal that although the system Co on Cu(001) is
loosely described by pseudomorphic growth, at incomplete layer
filling non-pseudomorphic bond sites are observed. The plots
indicate that nowhere in a nm small island is the naively expected
pseudomorphic Co–Co bond length calculated. The Co–Co bond
lengths in the island are considerably reduced. Note that in the Co
layer underneath also larger Co–Co bond lengths are observed
near the rim of the island. Thus, a complex structural relaxation
needs to be considered on the nm scale. This disqualifies the
application of epitaxial misfit to properly characterize the atomic
structure in islands [36]. We conclude that the reduced Co–Co
bond length in islands is the reason for the reduced film stress at
incomplete layer filling [197].

Stress measurements identify structural relaxations by the
corresponding change of film stress. Its quantitative analysis
goes beyond the concept of strain and elasticity, as established
for continuum systems. The underlying theoretical description
is demanding, as a large number of atoms in sites of reduced
symmetry and their long range elastic interaction needs to be
treated self-consistently. Our stress measurements provide
reference data as a benchmark for theory.

6.3. Stress oscillations in other systems

Measurements of stress oscillations in the nanoscale system
due to structural relaxation are extremely scarce. Our lab
focussed on stress oscillations in metallic systems, and the
examples of Co on Cu(001) and FeMn on Cu(001) are
discussed in this review. We mention that also in semicon-
ductor systems stress oscillations with monolayer period have
been observed for the growth of III–V compounds [217]. The
authors report periodic variations of the deflection of a GaAs
cantilever during MBE growth of GaAs. The authors ascribe
the RHEED and stress oscillations to variations of the step
density on the surface with monolayer period due to island
growth and coalescence. In addition to structural relaxation
also electron quantum confinement has been proposed to cause
periodic stress oscillations [218]. The authors report stress
oscillations of order 100 MPa during the growth of Al on a Si
(111) cantilever. They ascribe these oscillations with a
periodicity of twice the Fermi wavelength of Al, around
10 ML, to a signature of electron confinement along the film
thickness. Here, morphological effects can be excluded as the
growth occurs in the step flow mode.

6.3.1. Stress oscillations in FeMn monolayers on Cu(001)
The epitaxial growth of multi-component films is a topic of

considerable interest, specifically in the field of magnetism.
Here, alloys are commonly used to tune the magnetic proper-
ties of atomic layers. The co-deposition of the constituents of
the envisioned material on the substrate may lead to unex-
pected structural and compositional deviations from the
expected behavior, due to possible pronounced differences of
the interaction of the deposited materials with the substrate.
We discuss here the growth of FeMn on Cu(001) [202]. FeMn
is a antiferromagnetic alloy, which is frequently used in
nanomagnetism in applications such as spin-valves. However,
its magnetic properties depend sensitively on the exact
stoichiometry. In this respect, the proximity between Mn and
Cu may challenge a reliable adjustment of the stoichiometry.
The reason is that Mn forms a surface alloy with Cu under
common growth conditions [77].
We monitor both film stress and surface roughness during

co-deposition of Fe and Mn onto Cu(001) at 300 K, by
combined curvature and MEED measurements, as shown in
Fig. 44. The stress curve shows a compressive stress change,
where the initial stress drops sharply to �0.8 Nm at the
deposition of 1 ML and it changes to slight monolayer
oscillations on a compressive stress with ongoing deposition
for films thicker than 5 ML. The MEED intensity shows a
sharp decay up to 5 ML, and then clear monolayer oscillations
are observed in thicker films up to 18 ML, where the
deposition was stopped.
The observation of a compressive stress change for FeMn

growth on Cu(001) for films thicker than 5 ML is in qualitative
agreement with the calculated misfit of �0.4% ðaFeMn ¼ 3:629 ÅÞ
[77]. However, the stress curve shows a complex dependence with
thickness in the first five layers. As discussed before [77], we
ascribe the initial sharp stress change to the formation of the MnCu
surface alloy. In thicker films however, the FeMn alloy starts to
form, and the observed stress change is ascribed to the epitaxial
misfit between FeMn and Cu.
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Fig. A1. Visual demonstration of the definitions of tensile (a) and compressive
(b) stresses exerted on an adsorbed structure by the surface and the resulting
strain induced in the structure (c).
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The stress oscillations indicate a maximum of the compres-
sive stress (most negative stress value) at filled layers (maxima
of MEED signal). This behavior is at first sight different from
the stress oscillations discussed above for Co on Cu(001).
However, the apparent change of phase between MEED and
stress oscillations here is due to the compressive film stress.
Incomplete layer filling leads to smaller stress, indicated by a
reduced magnitude of the slope of the stress curve. Thus, filled
layers are identified by a pronounced negative slope of the
stress curve, leading to the coincidence between stress minima
with high MEED intensity. We conclude that also here the
incomplete layer filling gives rise to a reduced magnitude of
stress exerted by the FeMn islands on the substrate. Here, we
have presently no STM data to confirm the presence of nm
small FeMn islands independently. But the phenomena of
stress oscillations is believed to be general, and we propose
that structural relaxations in islands are also the decisive aspect
for the observation of the stress oscillations in FeMn.

7. Summary and conclusions

To draw a bottom-line, mesoscopic misfit arising at surfaces
due to both the natural misfit of materials and the reduced
effective coordination has profound implications for the
structure of the surface as well as growth dynamics and
morphology of epitaxial structures thereon. The various ways
in which misfit can affect those properties have, over the years,
been minutely studied by theoretical and experimental means:
bond-length contraction, in- and out-of-plane relaxations at the
edges, structure–size dependent shape transitions are but a few
examples. All those effects can be traced back to the influence
of the misfit on the truly atomic scale on the elementary
processes of atomic energetics: adsorption and diffusion.

As can be expected, geometry is not the sole property of
metal-epitaxial systems affected by misfit. Electronic and
magnetic properties are equally affected by mesoscopic strain
relaxations, which can be traced in such properties of
nanostructures, as local magnetic moments and electronic
structure.

In the present review we have endeavored to outline, in a
structured manner, the elementary processes in metal-epitaxial
systems that are susceptible to mesoscopic misfit as well as to
give examples of how macro- and microscopic properties of
the latter systems can thereby be affected. Starting from
theoretical predictions of mesoscopic misfit we have recalled
experimental observations of its consequences for structure,
electronic and magnetic properties of epitaxial systems, round-
ing them up by presenting experimental techniques (cantilever
stress measurement, surface x-ray diffraction and extended x-
ray absorption fine structure microscopies) allowing one to
directly and unambiguously observe mesoscopic misfit in
metal-epitaxial systems.
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Appendix A. Stress and strain defined

While in the present review we do not intend to present a
didactic definition of stress, strain, interfacial pressures, etc.,
referring the reader to her/his favorite college book on classical
mechanics, we shall briefly define certain term that are used
throughout the bulk of the present review.
Let us start of by defining “stress”. Pertaining to ad-

structures on surfaces, we shall speak of stress as a measure
of strength of the forces acting on an ad-structure as it is
brought into contact with the surface it is to be adsorbed on[see
Fig. A1(a and b)]. Ignoring for now the microscopic origins of
those forces, in macroscopic mechanics, the stress is called
“compressive”, if the projection of the force F

!
acting on an

element of a surface onto that element's normal n! pointing
outward from the object is negative, i.e. the stress seeks to
locally contract the object [Fig. A1(a)]. Stress induced by the
forces with a positive projection onto the surface normal is
called “tensile” [Fig. A1(b)]. The elastic deformation of the
body/object resulting from compressive or tensile stresses is
called a “strain” [denoted ε in Fig. A1(c)].
One thing which has to be mentioned at this point is that the

reader should not be mislead by the fact that in Fig. A1(c) the
substrate seems to be rigid and unaffected by the ad-structure.
In reality, of course, since the forces exerted on the ad-
structure by the substrate are reciprocated by the forces of the
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same strength and opposite direction being exerted onto the
surface by the ad-structure. Thus surfaces also experiencing
stress, which leads to a deformation of the surface, i.e.
substrate strain.

While in macroscopic mechanics it is convenient to operate
with shape and position of finite or infinite elements of an
object to describe its deformation and forces exerted thereon,
in our micro- or mesoscopic view it might be easier to think in
terms of interatomic distances or bond lengths. Thus we can
call a stress acting on an ad-structure compressive or tensile
depending on whether it seeks to contract or stretch the
interatomic bonds within the nano-structure. In reality, the
forces/stress exerted onto the nano-structure by the substrate
can be extremely complex and inhomogeneous owing to the
numerous microscoping physical mechanisms and aspects of
the latter two, often resulting in intricate strain fields, as briefly
mentioned in the introductory section of the present review.
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